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NATIONAL GROUPS PARTICIPATING IN THE

T РТО Ат ст т ту
Dir. OF APHI С SDI WID)

 —…

The National Groups of Austria, Denmark, France, Italy,

the Netherlands, Ncrway, Poland, Switzerland, the United

Kingdcm and the United States of America and the Institute

of Pacific Relations are participating actively in the

the National Groups of Argentina,

Brazil, Rumania and Uruguay will also collaborate,

It is not known whether the proposed Spanish contrib-

ution to the Demographic Study will be available,



GENERAL PLAN OF STUD

  

The following Plan of Study of Demographic Questions
J

was adopted by the Ninth International Studies Conference,

Madrid, ! ay 1936, as part of the General Plan oi Study on

Peaceful Change:

1. The notion of overpopulation.

Men can it be said that a State is overpopulated?

What are the principal criteria of overpopulation?

Which regions seem to offer possibilities of habitat

for the different peoples? (Climatic and social con-

ditions, etc.)

Within the limits thus iaid down, what are the difficul-

ties arising out of the problem oi migration?

a) From the point of view of the country of immigration,

b) From the point of view of the country of emigration;

се) shat means might be resorted to to overcome these

difiicultiez?

Domestic remedies for overpopulation,

a) Internal colonisation.

0) Reduction of overpopulation by an increase in the

resources of the overpopulated State and in the move-

ment of its economic life,

Colonial expansion. (cf, Colonial Questions)
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The purpose of the demographic studies now being under-

taken in preparation for the 1937 General Studies Conference

on Peaceful Change is to make possible, at that Conference,

a thorough and enlightened discussion of certain problems of

population and migration which, it is feared, may constitute

factors seriously threatening the peace of the world, Two

types of preparatory study are obviously required to pave the

way for a fruitful discussion of this kind: (1) theoretical

studies o: a general nature, setting forth the historical

background oi contemporary provlems, the type of difficulty

to be overcome, and the principles which must underlie any

solutions envisaged; (2) tactual studies relating to the ac-

tual demographic situation in various parts of the world,

particularly in regard to so-called overpopulation and under-

population, and the prospects for immediate, practical solu-

tions, especially the possibilities of a revival of the migra-

tory movement between different parts of the world, The

studies outlined in this Survey, which are now under way cr

fall into these two categories,

The demographic documentation of the Conference will be

derived from two sources:

(1) L'emoranda prepared for the Conference by internation-

al experts at the request of the Institute of Intellectual

rreement with the General RapporteurCooperation, acting in ag

and the Chairman of the Executive Committee, These memoranda

will be mostly of a general, theoretical character and will



deal with the fundamental nature oi the demographic problems

to be solved, An example oí this type oí memorandum will be

Dr. Isaiah B“LMAN's treatise on Habitats Suitable for Coloni-
  

sation, Al prasent, four memoranda by international experts

are planned and are actually nearing completion,

d, and most numerous, type of documentation

will consist os the reports suomittec E by the various national

comnittess, members or the International Studies Conierence.

Many of these reports will be the work or individual experts

workin, under the auspices of their respective national com-

mittees, Others will represent more definitely a collective

effort, They will rail into the two categories of studies,

general theoretical memoranda, and reports on specilic situa-

tions relating to po.ulation or migratory movements in partieu-

lar parts of the world, An example of the first type will be

Protessor A. LANDRY's report on The lotion ot Vverpopulation;3
 

  

ee re

an example of the second will be Professor اء ! AUCO's memoran-

dum on The Assimilationol Forelgnerg in Frances
reÀIEM.A > e———— حا asneeneen vu 
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In adiition to this otficial documentation, memoranda of

special interest in relation to demographic problems and peace-

T the International= g = оful change prepared outside of the framev

Studies Conference will be circulated to the members of the

Conference for purposes of information. These will consist prin-

cipally in certain documents prepare” originally tor the In-

stitute of Pacific Relations, the International Labour Otiice,

and the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, They will
©

en

be oi special value to the Conference, as they will deal with

situations in certain parts of the world upon which it is

expected that no information will be forthcoming irom the



national member groups. An example of this type of document

will be a Report on the Problems of Immigration and Settle-
 
 

 

ent in Brazil, Argentina and Uruguay, prepared by !, Fernand~~

—— елси  يي

 

MAURTITE, Assistant Director of the International Labour Of-

fice, and originally submitted to the Permanent Migration

Commission of that organisation,

The ideal goal of the preliminary demographic studies to

be submitted to the Guneral Conference on Peaceful Change

ndwould be to present a complete picture of the demographic

situation in ali of the imyortant regions of the world, noting

especially all disturbed situations likely to trouble inter-

national peace, and a thorough treatment of all the possibil-

ities of remedying those disturbances,- by migratory movements

between the different regions, the economic development of

overpopulated countries, intra-State population movements,

ete. Our preparation may likely Tall short of this ideal,

Nevertheless, it is the purpose cf this Survey to take stock
,

د

of what is actually being accomplished so as to enable the

International Demographic Study Group to make recommendations

for the orientation of present efforts or for futher work

which will lead to a more ccmplete achievement of our goal.





I.

  

 
 

OPTI!U. POPULATION, OVERPOPULATION AND UNDIRPOPULATION

1. The notion of overpopulation.

When can it be said that a State is overpopulated?

What are the principal criteria of overpopulation?

One of the most disturbing factors in international re-

lations today are the claims for the revision of the status

quo put forward by certain dissatisfied States, based on

alleged overpopulation within those States and underpopulation

in other parts of the world, There is considerable apprehen-

sion that, if earnest attention is not given to this source

of dissatisfaction, it may become a grave threat to world

peace, It is natural, therefore, that a great many of the

demographic studies submitted to the Conference will deal

with various aspects of the question of overpopulation and

underpopulation. These studies will deal, in general, with

the following points: (1) the theoretical validity of the

concepts ol overpopulation, underpopulation, and optimum pop-

ulation (inasmuch as the terms "overpopulation" and "underpop-

ulation" presuppose the existence ol a state of "optimum

population") and the methods oi determining these conditions

in any given country, (2) whether or not any countries or

regions of the earth may be said to be overpopulated or under-

populated at the present time or whether they are likely to

become so at some future date; (3) the remedies, both theoreti-

cal and practical, for overpopulation and underpopulation.

The subject is complex, and it is probable that there will be

no small measure of disagreement in the preliminary reports

and in the discussions at the Conference on these points.



General Theoretical Studies, Two ofthe basic demographic

  

studies which are being prepared by international experts at the

request of the Institute of Intellectual Cooperation will cover

the theoretical aspects of this question. One of these, on

Overpopulation, is being prepared by Professor Gunnar MYRDAL,

 

member of the Swedish Co-ordinating Committee for International

Studies. The second memorandum, entitled The Synthetic Optimum
— —ee

 

 

 

of Population, is being prepared by Dr, Imre FERENCZI, member of

 

the Migrations Section of the International Labour Office (Gee

Annex B.).

In addition to these two studies by international experts,

a number of reports covering the theoretical aspects of over-

population, underpopulation and optimum population will be sub-

mitted by the national committees, members of the International

Studies Ccnference. The Centre d'Etudes de Politique Etrangère

(France) will submit a memorandum on The Notionof Overpopulation\ ——.[[— 

Бу М, A. LANDRY (See Annex C,). The four contributions to the

demographic study of the Central Committee of Polish Institutions

of Political Science will deal mainly with this subject, These

are: a report on Optimum Population by Professor GLIWIC, a mem-

  

orandum by Professor NAHLIK on the Growth opulation from the
a 

 

Point of View of International Relations, a study on Population
oes ee ممل —vre

 

  

 

Problems in Connection with International Problems (with Partic-
—]Ú]]¡———.———— vo sn pairesect 

   

ular Reference to the Problem of the Standard of Living) by
 

   

Professor CRABSKI. and a memorandum on Overpopulation and Under-
, —]——7] ee 

population by Professor ZIERMOFTER, Professor Charles BURKY has

prepared a paper on The Notion of Overpopulation which will be
assie

 

 

 

L'emorandum No, 3 of the Swiss Co-ordinating Committee, It is

Professor BURKY's thesis that the concept of overpopulation is



ali

larzely a fiction. An American contribution by Кг. Fredsrick

 

OSBORN will treat The Future Growth of Population as Afiecting
ee

    

the Problem of Peaceful Chanze.
 

 

Factual Studies. It is, of course, impossible to make
 

 

too sharp a distinction between those studies which are pure-

ly theoretical in nature and others which deal with the facts

in relation to specific demographic conditions. Vany of the

reports will contain elements of both, However, for purposes

of classification, it 1s convenient to make this division

between studies which are largely theoretical and those which

deal mainly with facts,

A case in point is Unitad Kingdom Memorandum No, 2 by

Professor A, M, CARR-SAUVYDERS (See Annex D,}. This volume,

entitled World Population: Past Growth and Present Trends

 

   

   

which has already been circulated, devotes a certain amount

of space to a theoretical discussion of the concepts of over-

population, underpopulation and optimum population, but it is

chiefly interestine, in this connection, for Professor CARR-

ATTSAUTDER's detailed analyses ot the demosraphic situation in

the different regions or the globe,

4

Other studiss on this question which will be largely fac-

tual are the Netherlands contribution by №, В. VAN HIEK or

The Calculation of Overpopulation in Agricultural Countries -
©oew.
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Notably in China, an American report on Ligration and Popula-
eive ep 

 

 

tionProblemsin the Philippine Islands by Prolessor J. Ralston

HAYDEN, and three Italian studies which are completed and

are now bsing correlated into an integral report by ‘the Centro



Italiano di Alti Studi Internazionali (See Annex A. and Docu=

ment K. 68, 1936; Pages 215, 216 and 222, Finst Part, English

Texts).

In this connection, too, mention must be made of

certain documents which will be submitted to the International

Studies Conference by the Institute of Pacific Relations. Profes-

sor H.F, ANGUS, of the University of British Columbia, is prepar-

ing a report for the Conference on the work of the T.P.R. and

its bearing on the problem of Peaceful Change. This Report
>

aewill summarize certain I.P.R. basic studies on Food Supply
: dates 3

Population and Land Utilisation and particular studies on The
WEREEEEESRE —
 

Japanese Demand for an Outlet for Population; The Answer of the
 Eeat ——

English Speaking Countries. The Institute will probably also
an —— 

make available two or three other reports on Asiatic demographic

questions (See Annex Ae).
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IN,

POSSIBILITIES OF HABITAT
——]—
 

o а بود —

2. Which regions seem to offer possibilities of habitat for

the different peoples? (Climatic and social conditions,

This item of the demographic Plan of Study is being

covered chiefly by the report of an international expert

Dr, Isaiah BOWMAN. Dr, BOWMAN is being assisted in this

work by a number of experts on special geographical areas,

he report will contain {actual material on conditions of

habitat collected from virtually all areas of the world which

are at Q 11 suitable for colonisation by the various races

Questions relating to Habitat are also discussed in

several chapters of Prolessor CARR-SAUNDIRS's book, to which

reference has already been made (See Annex D,).





III.

THE PROBLEM OF MIGRATION 
  

 

3. Within the limits thus laid down, what are the diffi-

culties arising out of the problem of migration”

a) From the point of view of the country of immigration.

b) From the point of view of the country of emigration.

с) "That means might be resorted to to overcome these

difficulties?

If the various possible remedies for the demographic

existing throughout the world at the presentmaladjustments

time, the one that comes first to mind is int ernational mi

gration. Historically, migrations have been of the greatest

importance, Despite the post-war decline in migrations caused

by unsettled world conditions and various legal restrictions,

several of the demographic experts collaborating with the

International Studies Conference suggest that the time may be

ripe for a revival of migratory movements. The problem is,

therefore, one of actuality. Moreover, it ís a- problem very

directly concerned with "Pe ful Change". International res-

trictions on migration have given rise to innumerable gricvances

which, in turn, are a contributory factor to the present world

unrest. Various other difficulties and obstacles must be van-

quished before the problem of migration can be solved for the

better safeguarding of world peace.

The preparatory Conference studies in this field will

cover the following theoretical questions: (1) To what extent
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is emigration a remedy for overpopulation? immigratiom a

remedy for underpopulation? (2) Under what conditions must

migration take place if it is to be of value to the migrant,

the countries of emigration and immigration respectively?

(3) What, in general, are the difficulties and obstacles

which hinder migration? (4) How can these difficulties best

be met and the obstacles overcome? The factual studies will

take up in detail certain specific instances of migration :

difficulties and the possibilities for emigration and immi-

gration in particular parts of the world.

General Theoretical Studies. The basic theoretical
ee

  

study in this field will be the work of an international

expert, M. Jacques LEGOUIS, Member of the Migrations Sec-

tion of the International Labour Office. His Report is هريس

titled Migration - An International Problem:TheDifficulties:
  

The Bases ofPossible Solutions. (See Annex E.)
== DAA  يوري

In addition to this general, basic study by M., LEGOUIS,

it may be recalled that several chapters of the volume by

Professor CARR-SAUNDERS are devoted to a discussion of both

the theoretical and practical aspects of the problem of mi-

sration.

Finally, mention must be made in this connection of a

  

   

general Report on International Migration with a View to

Settlement which was prepared by the Migrations Section of

the International Labour Office for the Permanent Migration

Committee and which will be circulated to the members of the

Studies Conference for purposes of information.
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Factual Studies. Three of the demographic studies to be

 

submitted by the Centre d'Etudes de Politique Etrangere (France)

will deal with specific instances and types of difficulties 2-

rising out of the problem of migration. These are a Report by

M, OUALID on The International StatusofMigrants (See Document

Ke. 68, 1956; Page 178, First Part, English Text), a Report by

M. ONCHICOURT on The Status ofItaliansi in Tunis (See Do-

 

 

 

cument K. 68, 1936; Page 180, First Part, English Text), and

a Report by M, MAUCO on The Assimilation of Foreigners in France

(See Annex F.) The British Co-ordinating Committee for Inter-

national Studies is preparing memoranda on British Population

and Migration Policies (1) and OrganisedEmigration from Great

 

  

Britainand its Relation to Unemployment. The latter Report
ttبسروس

has been circulated to the Co-ordinating Committees of the
“

British Dominions for comment and will shortly be ready for cir.

culation to the other members of the Conference. In addition,

the British contribution to the General Colonial Study will

include two memoranda dealing with the subject, a chapter on

Policies cf Countries of Emigration and Conditions in Countries

 

 

of _Imigsration, and a paper by Mr. S. В, COHEN on The Status

of Aliens in theBritish Empire and.theStatus of Colonial
 

  
 

 

 

 

Nationality (See Document K. 73, 1936. Annex D.) Other con-

tributions fron national groups,under this heading will include

an American Report by Miss Marian SCHIBSY on Recent Developments

in American Immigration and the above-mentioned American Report
——]———Ñ . 

cn Immigration andPopulation Problems in the Philippine Islands

    

с

by Professor J. Ralston HAYDEN, Swiss Memorandum Nc. £ on

Swiss Emigration by M. P. FROSSARD, an Austrian Study by Dr.

 ee o

1) The desire was expressed at the Madrid Conference of May

1936, that similar memoranda should be submitted by all

cooperatingpee groupse
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Viktor GUTTIZANN on Emigration from, and Movements of Popu-

lation within, Austria (Schwerpunktsverlegung der Bevoel-
——нес

 

kerung), a comparative study of The Demographic Infiucnce
——

  

on lletropolitan Coumtries of the Possession or Lack of Co-

  

+

lonies (the comparison will be made chiefly between the

Netherlands and Denmark. See Document K. 73, 1936, Annex B.),

by M. M. GORISEN of the Danish Co-ordinating Committec, a

study on Fluctuation in Emigration from Norway sihce 1900

  

by M. Arne SKAUG. (See Annex Ge), and an Italian study by

Professor Gennaro MONDAINI on The Rôle of Italy in the Dis-

covery, the Population and the Colonisation of Non-European
sg.  

 

Countries. (Sec Document K. 68, 1936; Page 219, First Part,
——]——

English Text), Finally the above-mentioned Report of Pro-

fessor ANGUS will deal with the basic I. Pe. Re studies under

the heading liisration and Colonisation.

In order to make the picture of the migration situation

more nearly complete, documents originally prepared for the

Instituts of Pacific Relations and the International Labour

Office will also be circulated to the members of the Confe-
v٠

rence, A number of I. Pe Re studies on The Status of Aliens

  

in the Pacific Area have boen compiled in book form by Pro-

fessor Norman MACKENZIE and will shortly be made available

to the members of the Conference. It is hoped, too, that

it will be possible to circulate advance reports of an I.

P. R. study by Professor TA CHEN of Tsinghua University on

LA outheastern Asia. Finally, a ReportChinese Migr 10tion to 

  

on the Problems of Imigration and Settlement in Brazil,
—.
 

  

- `

Argentina and Uruguay by М, Fernand MAURETTE, Assistant
ee ”

Director of the International Labour Óffice, will be cir-

culated for purposes of information.



The suggestion has boon made to the cooperating national

groups of Brazil, Uruguay and Argontina that they submit

certain studics on the assimilation of immigrants and the

possibilitios for future immigration in their respective

countrics.





IVe

DOLESTIC RELEDIESFOR OVERPUPULATION

 

4, Domestic remedies for overpopulation:

a) Internal colonisation

b) Reduction of overpopulation by an increase in the

resources of the overpopulated State and in the move-

ment of its economic life,

The apparent lack of interest in this item of the demographic

plan of study adopted at the Madrid Conference is evidenced

by the relatively little attention it is receiving in the pre-

paratory work for the 1937 General Studies Conferences The

Secretary-Rapporteur has not received any information to ine

dicate that the possibilities of internal colonisation as a

remedy for overpopulation are being investigated apart from

the above-mentioned study by Dr. Viktor GUTTMANN on Emigration

 

from, and Population movements within, Austria. Suggestions
 

have been made to the American, Polish and Italian committees

that they take up the matter in regard to certain experiments

in internal colonisation undertaken in their respective coun-

tries, but no definite response has been received,

Likewise, very little attention is being paid to the

possibilities of stimulating the economic life of overcrowded

countries as a means of relieving demographic pressure, Pos-

sibly it is a fact, too obvious to require investigation, that

anything which stimulates the economic life of a nation will

also increase the opportunities for a livelihood for its ine

habitants. Nevertheless, there will undoubtedly be many
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references to this problem in the several studies on هاوس

population and underpopulation which are being prepared

for the Conference. Professor LANDRY for example, will

 

point out in his study on The Notion of Overpopulation that

at least two of the overcrowded countries in the world,

Italy and Japan, are seeking economic remedies for their de-

mographic problems, Italy, according to Professor LANDRY,

Q Ois chiefly interested in securing sour of raw materials,

while Japan is premarily anxious to secure outlets for her

export trade, Finally, the American procedural study by

Professor Fe. S. DUNN will deal with this question under the

heading of _Industrialisation as a Possible Means of Relief
ooاللبيبل

from Population Pressure, (See Annex H.)
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COLONIAL EXPANSION

  

lt is a widely held opinion that colonial expansion pro-

vides a definite remedy for population pressure in overcrowded

countries. This opinion, in fact, has been at the basis of

certain events in recent history which have been a disturbing

factor for world peace. There are various ways, it is suggested,

in which colonies can relieve population pressure in the metro-

politan countries which possess them. Indirectly, Por example,

they may serve as sources of raw materials for the mother country

or as markets for its exports, thereby stimulating its economic

life and helping it to support a larger population, Directly,

it is maintained, coloníal possessions can serve as outlets

for a part or the whole of the surplus population of the mother

countrye

This problem of the value of colonies as a remedy for over.

population will be investigatedfron two angles in the prepara-

tory studies for the General Studies Cémference on "Peaceful

Change": (1) the evidence of history, and (2) the possibilities

for the future. Most of the reports attempting to assess the

demographic value of colonies will be classified under the

general heading of "Colonial Studies (Point 2 of the Colonial

“Study Plan adopted at Madrid: See Document E. 73, 1936). Howe

ever, certain of the demographic studies do fall under this

heading, and brief reference may be made here to the others,

The following reports, to which reference has already been

made, must be included among the demographic studies, strictly

speaking, which touch this question; The comparative Study
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being conducted by M, GORMSEN of the Danish Institute of

Economics and History on the Important Economic Effects on

 

Metropolitan Countries of the Possession or Lack of Colonies
— 35серн

 

 
 

 

will include à chapter on demographic influencese It may be

recalled that the British memorandum on Organized Emigration

from Great Britain and its Relation to Unemployment, which
 

 

can also be included in this category, is being prepared in

q

answer to the Spanish group's request for a study om (1): the

combatting cf unemployment by organised emigration, and (2)

the experience acquired by British efforts in this sphere.

 

The American study on Migration and Population Problems in

the Philippine Islands by Professor J. Ralston HAYDEN, the

 

French study by ll. MONCHICOURT on The Status of Italians in

  

Tunis and the Italian Report by Prefossor Gennaro MONDAINI

on The RôleofItaly in the Discovery, the Population and the

Colonisationof Non-European Countries will also be of in-

  

[
5

terest in connection with the determination of the demographic

value of colonies. Finally, there are several references to

this problem in Professor CARR-SAUNDER's book, Heras Popula-

   

y

Among the colonial studies dealing with this question,

TS

the Britishmemorandum om the Status of Aliens in the British

  

Empireand the Status of Colonial Nationality by Mr. Se Fe

   

COHEN and the chapter in the British colonial study on Policies

of Countries of Emigration and Conditions in Countries of Im-
—a a]———re—

  

mirration will be of particular interest. Certain parts of the

 

collection of Т.Р.В. studies on the Status of Aliens in the

Pacific Area, which is being edited by Mr. Norman MACKENZIE,

will undoubtedly throw light on the question. It is also hoped
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that certain appendices of à book by Dr. Re. KUCZYNSKI entitled

PopulationMovements (Charcndon Press, Oxford, 1936), containing

statistics on white and native populations in colonial areas at

different periods, will be circulated, together with a brief me-

morandum by the author on the subject, as a part of the general

Colonial Study. Mention must also be made in this connection

of a volume, entitled The Balance Sheets of Imperialism, by

M. Grover CLARK which was published for the Division of Econo-

mics and History of the Carnegie Endowment for International

Peace and has already been circulated for the information of the

Members of the Conference, This volume contains numerous tables

of colonial population statistics and a summary of the author's

conclusions from the evidence,





CONCLUSIONS

 

Any conclusions to be drawn from this Survey regarding

the progress of the preparatory demographic study and its

for the discussions on populationu 0 H
s

qmprospective value as a ba

and migration problems at the General Studies Conference on

"Peaceful Change" must be made by the International Demographic

Studies Committee and the members of the International Studies

Conference themselves. Very probably there remain gaps to be

filled, demographic maladjustments and thelr possible remedies

that have been overlooked. Certain of the studies may fail to3

cover fully the ground which their titles suggest. Cutlines

of the various Reports enumerated in this Survey and the Reports

themselves will be circulated as soon as they are available,

It is hoped that these will provoke numerous and frank commen-

taries from the member groups which, together with any new

studies that may te initiated between now and the opening of

the Conference, will make the demographic preparation for the

Conference the balanced and complete whole that it should be.
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Annex A.

 

251 OF. STUDIES UNDERWAYOBOR GOLPLETE
ملا

 

At present, it is contemplated that the following studies

will be submitted to the 1237 General Studies Conference on

Peaceful Change or circulated to the members of the Confer-

ence for their information:

Conference memoranda by International Experts:

BOWTAN, Dr, Isaiah; Habitats Suitable for Colonisation,

  

 

PERENCZI, Dr. Imre; The Synthetic Optimum of Population.

vee
LEGOUIS, il. Jacques;
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Member of the Ligrations Section of the

  

International Labour Office,

 

 

"THE SYNTHETIC OPTIMUM OF POPULATION"

First Part, Quantitative optimum.

4. Evolution of the conception of optimum population,

I.

TI т.

Up to the machine age, the desirable population was
that which most nearly approached the maximum, It
was the French Revolution which first permitted writ-
ers to consider the desirable size of population from
the point of view of human welfare,

Contradictory ideas of the first mondern economists.

Godwin: The increase and the welfare of humanity
depend only on the perfection of social institutions
and notably on the distribution of wealth.

Malthis: The increase of population is limited by
existingresources;

Sismondi: "The real problem of the statesman is to
discover the combination and the proportion of popula-
tion and of wealth which, on a given área, will assure
the maximum welfare for mankind."

Tae optimum theory has acquired its present importance
ander the influence of the world war and its conse-
quences and as a result of the contrasts existing
between overpopulated countries and those countries
which, because of their declining birth-rate, are al-
ready underpopulated or are threatened with under-
population.

B. Calculated density.

I. Arithmetical density. The arithmetical density,
i.e., the average number of persons inhabiting a anit
of surface of a given territory, gives only a general,
superficial notion of the demographic status of the
different countries.

IL, Physiological density, The number of inhabitants per
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unit of productive area of a given territory does not
give a satisfactory idea of the demographic situation
éither.

Agrarian density. The number of workers per unit of
area of the soil ray serve as a rough indication of
overpopulation in certain countries where agricultural
workers constitute a large part of the population.

General economic density. To estimate the general
economic density, it is necessary to take into con-
sideration, not only agriculture, but also other
natural wealth and the actual exploitation of that
wealth,

The hypothetical optimum of an isolated country.

I.

TI.
: timum welfare in different countries ,
to use family budgets. But, because of the subjective

The economic optimum, The optimum of population cor-
responds to a number which, presupposing a static con-
dition of the other factors of production as well as
of scientific and technical culture, will assure the
highest economic return by head,

Optimum welfare. To establish a comparison between op-
, Ît is necessary

character of such statistics at the present time, it
is not possible to do more than compare the satisfaction
of the essential needs in a country with the most devel-
oped country of the same civilization,

The optimum social population of countries in their inter-
national relations,

1.

11,

ттт.

A free world economy. To estimate the optimum social
population of countries, it is necessary to take into
consideration also the international economic system
by which nations exchange men, capital and goods, The
theories of optimum population assume the existence of
a system of free trade, a system which exists rather in
the realm of theory.

Nationalist economies. The autarchic tendencies of
national economies are tuking the form of so-called
economies of integral national defense, including dem-
ographic autarehy. But the power of the State depends
on the wealth and income of its subjects, their moral
attitude and the solidarity of classes, Foresight would
seem to require that the most advanced countries accept
at least temporary sacrifices.

Standard of living, security, and realistic world
optimum, LA 1
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To estimate the economic and social optimum number
of a population, it is necessary to consider the
interests of security of the State and of the
individual.

Second Part. Qualitative optimum.

 

arseen

A. Demographic and biological optimum.

La

Ll.

The conception of optimum population should include
as well considerations of a qualitative order. To
estimate the optimum, it is essential to evaluate
not only the desirable number from the social and
economic point of view and from that of national
Security, but one must also consider those physio-
logical laws which determine the conditions under
which man is born and passes his existence.

Milieu, racial hygiene, and race culture,

The relation between the number of the population
and its qualities must also be examined from the
point of view of the milieu and racial hygiene,
The social and economic optimum is not in opposi-
tion with eugenics, but is the condition of the
rational realization of the eugenic ideal. An
integrated population policy would include an effort
to influence the reproduction of men with due regard
to their milieu und their Hereditary biology.

Conclusion: The synthetic or proportional optimum,

 

I. The synthetic, or proportional, cptimum of popula-
tion is a modification of the idea of the social
optimum, conditioned by the functioning of a free
and peaceful world economy with consideration for
Security, a rational demographic evolution and
selective, eugenic procreation,
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Preliminary Note on the Study by I. A, LANDRY
 

 

 

(This study will be prepared under the auspices
of the Centre d'Etudes de Politique Etrangère, Paris).

"TUE NOTION OF OVERPOPULATION"

I. Tentative Definitions:
 

4. W.en is a nation overpopulated?

l. Positive definition: A nation is overpopulated
when its populetion exceeds the optimum.

a) The optimum may be defined from the point of
view of national interest (military needs, etc.).
In this case, it will be placed very high.

b) The optinúm may be defined from the point of
view of human welfare and, at the same time,
Of the quantity of life. According to whether
one attaches more importance to the one consider-
etion or the other, it will be plac:4 relatively
lower or higher. (In the United States, for
example, where the first point of view is gen-
érelly adopted, the optimum is placed lower than
elsewhere, although this country is one of the
richest.

2. Relative definition: A nation is overpopulated in
comparison with another country if its standard of
living is lower than in the latter,

Observations:

1) One may wish to take into account not only
the present standard of living, but also
the probable future standard of living.

2) Obviously, a state of overpoouletion thus
defined would not justify any special de-
mands if the lower standard of living is
due to a lack of technical development,
to the lack of energy of the inhabitants,
to misgovernment, etc,



1X. Practi cal problems:
 

A. Obstacles to the claims of overpopulated countries:

-

Le Claims looking towards the solution. of the problem

of overpopulation by sending the surplus population

out of the national territory:

ä)

ب
خ

—

Settlement as masters in a country which is gen-

erelly admitted to be already civilized will be

scarcely possible in the future. (The occupation
of Ethiopia by Italy will probably be the last

a

afrair or this kind.)

The occupation of settlement colonies, those in
which settlers can exercise all forms of economic
activity, is impossible, for most of the colonies
of this type which existed formerly have already

become independent nations. (The United States,
the British Dominions, etc.) There remain very few
settlement colonies properly speaking (good climate,
backward native pojulation of low density and willing
to submit to foreign ruls) and if such territories
have been onl; partially colonized by the possessing

nations, the latteer would not give them up.

The prospects for emigration, even with no qualifi-

cations, ars not very favorable, for the countries
to which emigrants might go ars unreceptive because
of their desire to maintain their standard of living

or for racial reasons, and these obstacles have become
still more important since the depression. Moreover,
the tendency to emierate is notably declining. Social
legislation has lessened the misery of the members of
the poorer classes who," in any case, are naturally
atiached to the country in which théy were born and
have lived,

Claims looking towards the solution of the problem of
overpoyulation by raising the standard of living of the
overpopulated country without obliging the surplus pop-
ulation to leave the home territory:

In regard to free countries:

a)

0

Foreign exploitation is theoreticaliy possible, but,
in faci, there are restrictions more Or less every-
where,

The exportation of domestic products is greatly hin-
dered by protectionism and by autarchic nates.
Other nations are particularly hesitant to purchase
products from countriss having a low standard of
living,

o
Q

c
p
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¢) It is possible to obtain the raw materials and the
capital necessary for national development, but it
is extremely difficult for a country with a low
standard of living to pay for them, However, cer-
tain reforms in regard to the international distrit
ution of capital are possible,

In regard to colonial areas:

a) There are very few colonies of exploitation which,
like the Netherlands Indies, are really a source
of wealth for the possessing nation, and the latter
would hardly be inclined to give them up. Most of
such colonies are of much less value than is gen-
erally supposed; the former German colonies, for
example, were of mediocre value from the point of
view of exploitation.

b) The principle of the "open door", applied in the
Conventional Congo Bassin and in llorocco, is only
of limited advantage to countries other than the
possessing nation.

III. Positive considerations:

А. Overpopulation can be at the present time, more than
in the past, a cause of international conflicts, al-
though frequently it merely serves as a pretext for
claims having other objectives.

Formerly, in the 17th century for example, the
condition of the people in the great countries
(Germany, England, France, Italy} did not differ
greatly. It is the progress of modern times that
has given rise to inequalities. The early develop-
ment in England of industrial technique assured a
a relatively high standard of living there. The
lack of demographic balance has been added to the
lack of economic equilibrium.

Claims based apon overpopulation are put forward only
by a few especially powerful countries, and it is not
the countries with the lowest standard of living which
make these claims.

l. The demographic and economic situation in the prin-
cipal countries putting forth claims:

a) Germany: The German population is clearly not
reproducing itself. This was the case even in
1934 and 1935 when the birth-rate increased
temporarily as an immediate result of Iational-
Socialist measures to stimulate the increase of
population, The German has ceased to emigrate,
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If the economic condition of Germany is worse than
before the war, it is because her exportations have
declined and because she is practicing an increasing-

iy autsrchie policy.

b) Italy: The Italian population is reproducing it-

self at the present time, but the birth-rate is
decreasing from year to year, Italy could furnish
emigrants, but, apart from external restrictions,
she places obstacles herself in the way of emigra-

tion. Actually, Italy especially demands raw mater-
als,

c) Japan: Japan's reproductive power is high, but it
has been declining for the past few years, Japan is
not a country of emigration. She is seeking par-

ticularly outlets for her exports.

Conclusion:

 

A. Justice and human interest demand that an effort be
made to equalize conditions of life in the different
countries,

Qverpopulated countries ares criticised for not
restricting their birth-rate. This criticism must
be repudiated. Countries where the population is
declining or will soon be declining owe a debt of
gratitude to those peoples who are contributing
to the maintenance of human civilization whereas
they are moving towards extinction.

3. To arrive at a peaceful solution of the problem of over-
population, a moderate attitude on the one hand, a gen-
ercus attitude on the other, will be required.

1, Overpopulated countries should not threaten the
others with war nor demand a total equality of
conditions of life in the different countries,
which is a practical impossibility.

2. Satisfied nations and those having a high
standard of living should not turn a completely
deaf ear to the claims of the overpopulated
countries,
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Summary of WORLD POPULATION: PAST GROWTH AND PRESENT TRENDS

  

by Professor A, M, CARR-SAUNDERS. Submitted as United Kine-

dom Memorandum No, 2 by the British Co-ordinating Committee

for Internetional Studies.

The outstanding churacteristic of world population

history for the past three hundred yeers hos teen the immense

expansion in numbers which has takenrlace in that time. Be-

tween 1650 end 1233, the population of the world, according

to the author's estimate, has increased approximately four-

fold, from 545 millions to 2, 057 millions. The author as-

cribes this increase to a gengral decline in the dea th rate

due to improved health condi tions and, in certain parts of the

world,to the advent oT a more stable social and political

order. ‚The birtn-rate shows no rarkes trend during the earlier

part of this period, family Limitation by ртаче methods

having been ATELY sbandoned with the rise of‘the esrly

European end:Tear -tastern civilizatirns and thePr of Chris-

tianitye

| One fe=ture of this expansic- in vumbers deserves to

be epecially noted, since it hes had Er Sprit influence on

the raciel c‚nposJen of the poralativas of the different con-

tinents and nas thas played a rôle in the creation of certain

contemporery problems which threeten the peace of the world.

Whereas world population as a whole has increased four-fold dur-

ing the period under consideration, it is probable that persons

of unmixed European descent are now 7.2 211805 more. HUNT ous thar

they were in 1650. ‚the whi te peoples have thus‘ had a dispropor-

tionate share of the world increase. Motivated, in part at

least, by this pressure of increasing population, Turoperns have
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migrated in vast numbers overseas to appropriate, often for

their exclusive use, whole new continents and territories of

great natural wealth. The other races of mankind, with the ex-

ception of the negroes, have remzined at home and multiplied.

A gost significant development of the porieen his-

tory of recent times has been the sharp and steady decline of

the birth-rate of certain of these European peoples, This trend

was first observed in France and the United States at the begin-

ning of the ninetzenth century. It ‘spread to the other countries

of north-west Europe and of Europe“n civilization overseas in

the last quarter of the century and to the remgining countries

of Europe during the past three decades. Professor Carr-Saunders,

after carefully weighing all available evidence, concludes that

this decline must have been due everywhere, with the single ex-

ception of Ireland, to the practice of voluntary family limita-

tion by birth control. The fall in the birth-rate has become so

acute that already the population in many of these countries is

failing to reproduce itself. If the trend continues, a repro-

duction rate below unity will be general within the sphere of

European civilizetion, and an absolute decline of the white pop-

ulation ef the world will be inevitable. The importance of this

development in relstion to the problem of population pressure,

migration and pesceful change is obvious.

There is no absolute stendard by which one can estimate

the optimum population or calculate the degree of over-population

for a given country at a given time. However, a study of such

indications as the ‘mount of labour expended upon available land

and real income per capita mekes it apperent thet certain regions

of the earth sre, in feet, overcrowded whereas others could prc-

fitably support a much larger population. Of the European coun-
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tries, Italy and Poland are certainly over-populated; Rumania,

Bulgaria and Jugoslavia probably slightly so. Congestion is

acute in Japan, and the “population of India and China have pro-

bably already reeched the Malthusian limit of minimum subsis-

tence. Any further growth in the population of the remaining

regions of Asia, with the exception of Siberia, would only re-

sult in increased hardship and a still lower standerd of living

for the inhabitants. On the other hand, there are regions of

the earth, notably north-west Europe and France, North and South

America snd Australasia, which, either because of a rapidly fall-

ing bith-rate or the present sparseness of their population,

are already under-populated or will soon become so. The se

nations would clearly stand to benefit by substantially increased

numbers.

The author demonstrates that the problem of over-

population in esstern snd southern Europe can be readily solved

on peper. The birth-rate in these areas is moving downwerd and

will probably fall even more abruptly within a decade or two

until their population, like that of western Turope, will begin

to decline. Until that time, their surplus could: easily be

at sorbed by the above-mentioned, under-populated countries. Un-

fortunately, many of the latter, for s variety of motives, have

virtually closed their doors to further immigration, and several

ere particularly recalcitrant about admitting immigrants from

southern and enstern Europe. The international tensions created

by this impasse are menifestly & disturbing factor in the modern

world.

The solution of the problem of over-population in Asia

presents greater difficulties. Emigration will bring no relief

from over-population in countries where births are unrestricted.
pop
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This is the case of all of the countries of Asia with the excep-

tion of Japan, where the practice of contraception is beginning

to teke hold and the birth-rate has been declining since 1920.

In any cease, . the vast majority of the possible countries of im-

migration have closed their gates to the Asiatic on racial grounds.

There is little hope of finding outlets for the surplus

population of these crowded areas inthe under-developed regions

at present inhabited by more orless backward people. The view

that Africa, for example, could be used as an outlet for the sur-

plus population of other countries has no foundation. There is

room at best in the under-developed countries for a few immigrant

entrepreneurs and overseers. Masses of immigrant labour could not

possibly hope to compete with the natives on the basis of their

rrevailing low standard of living.

Several of the objections to immigration raised by those

sparsely-populated countries that heve erected barriers against

it would appear to be of doubtful validity in the light of Profes-

sor Carr-Saunders's research. It is improbable, for instance, that

members of certain groups cannot thrive in particulsr climates.

The assimilation of immigrants heving the same general physical

Y

features as the inhabitants of the country of immigration, even

though they may show acquired temperamental rifferences, has pre-

sented no special difficulties where good-will and a genuine de-

sire for sssimilation were present on both sides. The advisa-

bility, however, of mingling in one community distinct racial

stocks showing genetic physical or temperamental differences is

a moot question. Consequently, the governments of European over-

seas countries are entitled to hesitate before introducing an ele-

ment of possible discord into their constitutent populations by

ermitting the entry of non-furopeans. The objection that an in»
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flux of foreign labour would threaten the high wage level and

the standard of living in the countries of immigration can be

circumvented by requiring that migration be subject to bi-

lateral treaties, guarsnteeing equality of treatment for native

and foreign labour and regulating the volume to correspond with

existing opportunities for useful economic activity. Such

treaties are alreedy in operation in Turope; the author recom-

mends that they be applied to oversea migration as well.

Professor Carr-Saunders's findings are based upon an

exhaustive examination of the most authoritetive data available,

The more important demographic trends and migratory movements

ere made clear to the reader by the sixty stetistical charts

and tables which accompany the text.
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Synopsis of the Study Бу М. Jacques LEGOUIS,

pt  
Member of the Migration Section of the

International Labour Office
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MIGRATION - AN INTERNATIONAL PROBLEM:
ee

  

THE DIFFICULTIES; THR BASES OF POSSIBLE SCLUTIONS
 

 

 

A. Stetement of the problem.

т, Basic assumption:

a) The relative utility of international migrations

is admitted in view of the co-existence of cer-

ain states of over-population and under-population

with their accompanying economic and political dis-

tress.

ll» The present situation:

a) After a long period of decline of migratory move-

ments, new possibilities of a revival are begin-

ning to be evident. To bring these to fruition,

obstacles must be overcome and & positive policy

applied.

III. The various forms of migration.

a) There are many forms of migration and such differ-

ences between these forms that it is essential to

evoid generalities and adhere tc concrete cases.

В. TDiffricultices, -
—

 

I. The migrstions crisis, which was already evident be-

fore the war, became more acute as a result of:-

a) autarchic nationalism;

bt) disturbances in the mechanism of industrial and

agricultural production and the .inadequate devel-

opment of consumptíon.

c} monetary anarchy and financial disorganisation;

d) the increase in the cost of transportation;

e) the accumulation of sueh obstacles and their
crystallisation in numerous restrictions on mi-

erations, € 0.,

f) indirect effects of the depression, unemployment
in countries of immigration, the decline in the
value of egricultural products in districts of
rural emigration, etc.



II. Countries of emigration.
———]— vn —

 

 

a) characterised by £ superabundance of population in

relation. to available resources,

b) essentirLl conditions if emigration is to prove a

remedy;

c) obstacles in the way of the realisation of these

conditions;

1) The exodus of migrants with capital may react

unfavourably on the balsnce of payments of the

country of emicretion,

(a
w) The departure of workers who are sposisLists

may disturb home production or facilitate the

development of competing enterprises outside

of the mother-country;

O The emigration of persons without capital is

not encouraged by the counes of destination,

especially in a time of economic decline;

innigrants
re quently have access only to the lowest paid

or the most dangerous professions and they are

thrown out of ‘employment as soon 2s an economic

depression appears;

5) Emigrants often find it difficult to send their

savings back to the mother-country;

5) When emigrants are reduced to unemployment or

fell ill, the countries of immigration often pre-

fer to deport them to their countries of origin

rather than to assist them;

7} Immigrants who succeed in their country of adop-

tion often lose contact more or less completely

with their motrer-countrye

d) In general, countries of emigration tend to desire

the mainte nance of permanent juridical and economic

ties with their emigrants.

III. Countries of immigration:
errata.DREE

a) Characterised by demographic insufficiency;

b) Essential conditions if immigration is to prove a

remedy;

o Obstacles in the way of the realisation of these

conditions,

1) Quantitative or qualitative restrictions placed

on emigration by the countries of emigration and

political, ethnic or religious proseriptions;
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2) The improper selection of immigrants or dis.

ordered timing of their srrival in the coun-

try;

3) Difficulties of adoption or economic, ethnic

and social assimilation;

4) Difficulties of distribution (concentration

in certain professions or regions, etc.);

5) Obstecles, originating in foreign quarters

to the process of assimilation of the immi-

grents, and the prolonged or massive trans-

fer of their savings to the countries of

origin.

а) Countries of immigration tend to insist upon

their complete sovereignty, especially in re-

gard to the admission of immigrants their jur-

idical position and their condi tions of life,

IV. The migrants:
sss.معيحرحلح

а) Essential conditions in order that emigration

may give reel satisfaction to the needs of the

migrants;

b) Obstecles preventing the satisfaction of these

needs:

1) Restrictions or prohibitions of emigration;

2) Transit difficulties and the frequently pro-

hibitive cost of transportation;

3) Restrictions or prohibitions in regard to

admigsion, sojourn, and the exercise, choice

or changing of professions;

4). Family separations brought about by the rules

governing migrations;

5) Difficulties preventing assimilation or in-

humene measures of deportation;

6) Discrimination against foreigners.

V. Other interested parties:
os
 

 

a) The world community (its welfare and world peace);

b) Countries other than those of emigration or immi-

gration indirectly interested in the migratory

movement.

The bases of possible solutions.
e]

  

I. General principles underlying the solution of the
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migration problem:

a) Fundamental problems to be solved in internal

affairs:

1) Liberty and control (responsibilities of the

individual towards the State end the State to-

werds the individual within the framework of

economic and political society.

o The possible extent of collaborstion between

the State snd the organs of society (the

family, professional and social organisa-

tions, ete);

3) The value to be attributed to human person-

ality in general and, in particular, to labour;

(Is the latter comparable to merchandise?)

4) Economic orientation; (towards the goal of pro-

fit or & more equitable distribution of goods?)

Fundamental problems to be solved in the interna-

tional order:

1) Social justice as a prerequisite to universel

peace;

2) Tne soliderity of peoples and their interde-

pendence;

3) The fundemental equality of men despite the ir

numerous differences.

Considerations relating to the application of

these general principles:

1) Migrations being only one element of interna-

tional exchanges; e migration policy should

only be conceived in relation to a general

policy (demographic, economic, financial, eto.).

2)2) The necessity of determining successively the

characteristics of the different countries,

their needs, their possibilities and their res-

pective rôles in the sphere of international

collaboration.

Specific principles underlying the solution of the

migration problem:

a) Migration should lead to an improvement in the

condition of the migrants, of the countries dir-

ectly involved and in international lite;

b) The States directly interested should beer in

mind that their compe tence in the matter of mi-

gretion is limited by consideration for the in-
terest of third parties and of the world com
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munity ("rights" of proseription or prohibition

of entry or, on the other hand, of prevention of

emigration or deportation of immigrants;

Countries of emigration and countries of immigra-

tion must take into consideration their respec-

tive preferences in regard to the nature and dir-

ection of migratory movements;

The selection of migrants should not empty the

country of emigration, either quantitatively or

qualitatively, nor should it burden the country

of immigration;

The exercise of the right of controlling the ad-

mission of immigration imposes upon the countries

of immigration obligations towards the world com

munity;

Equality of treatment with nationals should, so

far as possible, govern the statute of immigrants

for humanitrrian, social, economic and political

reason;

Mes sures for assimilation or protection should

teke account of needs and of the very different

individuel cases involved (object and length of

the sojourn, ete.);

Except for contrary arrangements, the country of

immigration is responsible for assuring the fair

treatment of immigrants and the country of emi-

gration should guarantee reciprocal treatment in

this respect;

Repatriation should no% serve as a means For

countries of immigration to avoid their obliga-

tions towards the immigrants to the detriment of

the latter and of their countries of origin;

The risks and the profits of every migratory

movement should be divided equitably between the

principal interested parties,

An understanding on migrations should never be

considered without fully taxing account of the

personality of the migrants as individual human-

beings.

It appears that the migrations problem cannot be

solved without the co-operation of a duly qualified

international organisation and, above all, wi thout

e spirit, which, rising above immediate and selfish

interests, will reach a satisfactory and positive

measure of good-will and understanding.
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Annex F,

   

ee sdsEAPORT
2reliminary Note on the Study by Professor G. MAUCO

(This study will be prepared under the auspices of the
Centre d'Etudes de Politique Etrengère, Paris)

"THE ASSIMILATION OF TOREIGNERS IF FRANCE"

Professor M-uco's study will deal with the following points:

+ Statistics on immigration into France from 1851 to the
present day, the rate of assimilation as evidenced by
the number of naturalizations and repatriations.

II. The necessity of immigration as a means of combatting
depopulation and the lack of labour (notebly in certain
agricultural districts of the south-west and of the
Mediterranean region).

111. actors favorable to assimilation:

a) Equality of treatment of native and immigrant
workers.

b) Family immigration.

ec) Racial and linguistic affinity of the immigrants
(notably of the Basque, Cetalonian, Italian,
Swiss and Belgian immigrants).

d) The influence of the schools and of the clergy.

IV. Factors unfavorable to assimilation:

a) Propaganda of the countries of emigration ("baths
of nationalism” or free vacations in the mother-
country for expectant mothers, children, etc.).

b) Military service,

с) Linguistic difficulties (This applies especially
to the Slavic immigrants.).

d) Extreme ethnic differences. (This refers partic-
ularly to Asietic and Negro immigrants.)
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e) The creation of "colonies" of dense foreign popu-

lation.

f) The sudden and massive immigration of a special
class of foreigners, provoking an unfavorable re-

action on the part of the French population (es-

pecially the immigration of Jewish refugies).

у. comparative study of the qualities of different classes of

immigrants,

a) In general, immigrants coming to France of their

own volition show a greater spirit of enterprise,

initiative and energy than those arriving as a re-

sult of the political or social persecutions of

which they were the victims in their own countries,

b) The immi,retion of persons possessing a small cap-

ital and coming from countries where the agricul-

tural technique is more developed than in France

is aúvantageous ‘(notebly from northern Italy and

Switzerland). > т تالايد

YI, Conclusions:

Professor .lauco, in his conclusions, will emphasize
that assimilation is often accomplished much more rapialy and
with greater facility than is generally realized, He will show
the importance of the question of the assimilation of immigrants
in relation to the problem of ."peaceful change".
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Preliminary Plan of a Report being prepared by Mr. Arne SKAUG

under the auspices of the Norwegian Coordination Committee

for Internetional Studies.
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FLUCTUATIONS IN MIGRATION FROM NORWAY SINCE 1900
ееееее
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AS COMPARED WITH OTHER COUNTRIES
  

 

Causes of these Fluctuations

(Development in Trade, Social Conditions, ete.)

 

The purpose cf this survey is two-fold: first, to

present © factuel statement of the situation, secondly, to

indicate the results znd economic importance of immigration

restrictions by Attempting to show how important the fluetua-

tions in emigration from Norway might have been during the

period under consideration had fewer restrictions been imposed

by countries of immigration.

The report will deal first with the main currents of

emigration from Norway during the 19th century as compared

with emigretion from other countries during the same period.

The number of emigrants, the fluctuations in migration and in

the age composition of the emigrants, and the relative impor-

tance of Norwegian emigration in comparison with that from

other countries will be teken into consideration.

The factual survey will desl principally, however,

with e comparetíve treatment of the question since 1900, chief-

ly in regard to the following items:

+. Part played by Norway in total migration.

д, Fluctuations in migration from Norway and from other

countries given in absolute numbers.
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Relative fluctintions (given per 1,000 inhabitants).

4. Age composition of Norwegian emigrants compared with

other countries,

5. Number of emigrants by sex.

Number of emigrants byoccupation.O
n

7 Geographical distribution of Norwegian emigrants.

The countries to be used as a basis for comparison

are Finland, Sweden and Dinmerk, Germany, France, England, Italy,

and probably one other country in Southern or “astern Europe.

f imnigration will beTa some extent, the countries of

treated, although Norwegian emigretion, during modern times, has

been overwhelmingly directed towards the United States of Americe,

This fa |

tance of migration in regard to: population conditions and devel-

ctuel survey will meke clear the great impor-

<opment in 2

tion to total migration has been relatively unimportant.

small country, even though that country's contribu-

To îl-

lustrate the latter point, the number of Norwegians living abroad

at various dates will be stated.

The second part of the report will deal, as stated

above, with the 0812808 of Norwegian emigration, the reasons for

the fluctuations in emigration from Norway, and, finally, with

the repercussions in Norway of the restrictions lmposed by im-

a virtual stend-demigront-receiving countries, which resulted in

still in the movement.

Stress will be laid upon the fact that during the 19th

century, and until 1914, the general causes of emigration from

y were economic, such as the unsettled economic conditionsNo rwa y

among the rural population due to the insufficient yield of the

small farms whieh, together with the bright prospects of life

in the United States, moved large numbers of migrants to leave
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their homes. To such economic causes must be added religious

movements, political and psychological conditions, the pur-

suesive influence of relatives already abroad, tradition, the

activities of migration agents, and the simple lure of travel.

In this connection, it is important to observe that a great

many Norwegian emigrants went to the United States with the

intention of raising enough capital to enable them to return

. eventually to the mother country and better their conditions

there.

The reasons for the fluctuations in emigration from

Norway are to be found partly in varying economic conditions,

either regional or general, in the home country, and more es-

pecially ín the relative economie situation at various moments

in Norway and in the intended countries of immigration. In

order to make clear the róle of local conditions in stimulat-

ing emigration, it would be necessary to analyze in detail the

movement from different parts of the country at different

periods. This, however, can only be done to a limited extent

in this report.

It is obviously impossible to state definitely how

different social and economic conditions in Norway might have

been since 1920 had a greater emigration been possible during

that period. It may be assumed, however, that the population

to-day would be entirely different from what it is, especially

in regard to its age composition. !Moreover, it is possible

that this population would have enjoyed better living condi-

tions and better chances for development than has been the case

in recent years.

It cannot be proved, however, that emigration оп а

larger scale would have rendered the economic crisis itself
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any less acute, for it cannot be said that Norway is over-

populated. In fact, it may be that the optimum population has

not yet veen resched. Easier international connections and com-

municetlons mgnt 2ause an expansion in trade and employment,

and mush m.g1% be done to develop and organize Lhe economie

possibilities Tor extencion in the country. iis-1lf.:. However, the

Pinal Dart of the repors vill desl with the tension and difri.

culties caused by migracion restrictions :in a time of economic

decline, even if it cannot be proved that economic conditions

would have been easier had greater opportunities for .emigration

existed,

ee
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Annex H,

 

Extract from an Outline of the Procedural Study on

 

Peaceful Change by Professor F. 3. Dunn:

 

II. Peaceful Change and National Policies,

  

D, To provide for the growth of the nation

1. Differences in rate of growth of populations of
different countries

& Differences in industrial development

Zs. Difriicuities arising from the fac
able land is claimed by somebody,
can expand its territory without
Irom another

t that all habit.

and no nation

taking land away

Lack ol relation between energies and capacities
of different people and natural resources to be
exploited within their respective territories

Difriculty of restraining ensrgetic people within
boundaries of territory that does not provide ade-
quate outlet for capacities

Problem of backward countries

Specific Demands and Possible Procedures,EEE —— —— انا à يم - n= 

A. Relief from population pressure

Problem

a) Extent to which overpopulation may be said to
exist in dissatisrlied 3tates

bt) Relation between overpopulation and standards
of living and unemployment

с) Relative importance of size of population and
rate of growth

d) Psychological over-production

e) Fmigration as a method of relief

Possible Solutions

a) Transfer of territory

b) Transfer of colonies
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Free emigration

Obstacles to emigrationmn

1) Immigration barriers

2) Conditions of anemplo yment in developed countries

3) Low standards: of. living -in undeveloped countries

4) Cost o. migration and settlement

Industrialisation

1) Obstacles to industrialisation

3

2) Problem of acces to raw materials and markets

Birth control
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NATIONAL GROUPS PARTICIPATING IN THE

a ANTI E TIT CTI هياوع

| )\GPAPHIC تا
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The National Groups of Austria, Denmark, France, Italy,

the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Switzerland, the United

Kingdom and the United States of America and the Institute

of Pacific Relations are participating actively in the

It is hoped that the National Groups of Argentina,

Brazil, Rumania and Uruguay will also collaborate,

тIt is not known whether the proposed Spanish contrib-

ution to the Demographic Study will be available,& + У

 



GENERAL PLAN OF STUDY

 

The ïollowing Plan of Study of Demographic Questions

was adopted by the Ninth International Studies Conference,

Madrid, ! ay 1936, as part of the General Plan ot Study on

Peaceful Change:

1. The notion of overpopulation.

Men can it be said that a State is overpopulated?

What are the principal criteria of cverpopulation?

2. Which regions seem to offer possibilities of habitat

for the different peoples? (Climatic and social con-

ditions eta (
+<له

3. Within the limits thus Laid down, what are the difficul-

ties arising out of the problem oi migration?

a) From the point of view of the country of immigration;

b) From the point of view of the country of emigration;

4, Domestic remedies for overpopulation.

a) Internal colonisation.

0) Reduction oi overpopulation by an increase in the

resources of the overpopulated State and in the move-

ment of its economic life,

5. Colonial expansion, (ef, Colonial Questions)
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The purpose of the demographic studies now being under-

taken in preparation for the 1937 General Studies Conference

on Peaceful Change is to make possible, at that Conference,

a thorough and enlightened discussion of certain problems of

population and migration which, it is feared, may constitute

factors seriously threatening the peace of the world, Two

types of preparatory study are obviously required to pave the

way for a fruitful discussion of this kind: (1) theoretical

studies oi a general nature, setting forth the historical
e

background oi contemporary problems, the type of difficulty

to be overcome, and the principles which must underlie any

solutions envisaged; (2) factual studies relating to the ac-

tual demographic situation in various parts of the world,

particularly in regard to so-called overpopulation and under-

population, and the prospects for immediate, practical solu-

tions, especially the possibilities of a revival of the migra-

Dtory movement between different parts of the world, The

studies outlined in this Survey, which are now under way orJo

, fall into these two categories,

The demographic documentation of the Conference will be

derived from two sources:

(1) iiemoranda prepared for the Conference by internation-

al experts at the request of the Institute of Intellectual

Cooperation, acting in agreement with the General Rapporteur

and the Chairman of the Executive Committee, These memoranda

will be mostly of a general, theoretical character and will
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deal with the l'undanental nature oi the demographic problems

to de solved. An example ot this type ot memorandum will be

Dr. Isaiah BS MAN's treatise on Habitats Suitable tor Coloni-
 

sation, At present, four memoranda by international experts
ae اا

are planned and are actually nearing completion,J o

(2) The second, and most numerous, type of documentation

will consist 6i the reports suomitted by the various national

т

comnittess, members ol the International Studies Conlerence,,

Many of these reports will be the work ot individual experts

workin; under the auspices of their respective national com-

mittees. Others will represent more definitely a collective

effort, They will all into the two categories of studies,

general theoretical memoranda, and reports on specilic situa-

tions relating to po.ulation or migratory movements in partieu-

lar parts of the world, An example of the first type will be

Protessor A. LATDRY's report on The Notion oi Uverpopulation;3
ssre оке  يلةسر veحلاها

 

an example of the second will be Professor Gi; ! AUCO's memoran-

dum on The Assimilation ol Foreigners in Trance,
  

 

In addition to this official documentation, memoranda of

special interest in relation to demographic problems and peace-

ful change prepared outside of the framework of the International

Studies Conference will be circulated to the members ol the

Conference for purposes of information, These will consist prin-

cipally in certain documents prepare” originally tor the In-

stitute of Pacific Relations, the International Labour Office,
›

ст

and the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, They will

be oi special value to the Conference, as they will deal with

situations in certain parts of the world upon which it is

expected that no information will be forthcoming irom the
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national member groups. An example ot this type of document

will be a Report on the Problems of Immigration and Settle-

ment in Brazil; Argentina and Uruguay, prepared by 1. Fernand

 

MAURZITE, Assistant Director of the International Labour Of-

fice, and originally submitted to the Permanent Migration

Commission of that organisation.

ideal goal of the preliminary demographic studies to

be submitted to the Guneral Conference on Peaceful Change

to present a complete picture of the demographic

situation in all of the impcrtant regions of the world, noting

specially all disturbed situations likely to trouble inter-De
ان

all the possibil-national peace, and a thorough treatment of

ities of remedying those disturbances,- by migratory movements

a regions, the econcmic development oíbetween the difierent

overpopul:ted countries, intra-State population movements,

ete. Our preparation may likely fall short of this ideal,

Nevertheless, it is the purpose cf this Survey to take stock

53
lished so as to enable the: actually being accomp Siof what is

International Demographic Study Group to make recommendations

for the orientation of present efforts or for futher work

which will lead to a more ccmplete achievement of our goal,
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02711717 POPULATION, OVERPOPULATION AND UNDIRPOPULATION
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1, The notion of overpopulation.

Men can it be said that a State is overpopulated?

What are the principal criteria of overpopulation?

One of the most disturbing factors in international re-

lations today are the claims for the revision of the status

quo put forward by certain dissatisfied States, based on

alleged overpopulation within those States and underpopulation

in other parts of the world. There is considerable apprehen-

sion that, if earnest attention is not given to this source

of dissatisfaction, it may become a grave threat to world

peace, It is natural, therefore, that a great many of the

demographic studies submitted to the Conference will deal

with various aspects of thequestion of overpopulation and

underpopulation. These studies will deal, in general, with

the following points: (1) the theoretical validity of the

concepts ol overpopulation, uncerpopulation, and optimum pop-

ulation (inasmuch as the terms "overpopulation" and "underpop-

ulation" presuppose the existence of a state ol "optimum

population") and the methods oi determining these conditions

in any given country; (2) whether or not any countries Or

regions of the earth may be said to be overpopulated or under-

populated at the present time or whether they are likely tc

become so at some future date; (3) the remedies, both theoreti-

cal and practical, for overpopulation and underpopulation,

The subject is complex, and it is probable that there will be

по small measure oi disagreement in the preliminary reports

and in the discussions at the Conference on these points,
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General Theoretical Studies, Two ofthe basic demographic

  

studies which are being prepared by international experts at the

request of the Institute of Intellectual Cooperation will cover

the theoretical aspects of this question, One of these, on

Overpopulation, is being prepared by Professor Gunnar MYRDAL,
v

 

member of the Swedish Co-ordinating Committee for International

Studies. The second memorandum, entitled The Synthetic Optimum

of Population, is being prepared by Dr. Imre FERENCZI, member of

the Migrations Section of the International Labour Office (See

Annex B),

In addition to these two studies by international experts,

<a number of reports covering the theoretical aspects ofover-

population, underpopulation and optimum population will be sub-

mitted by the national committees, members ol the International

Studies Conference, The Centre d'Etudes de Politique Etrangère

 

(France) will submit a memorandum on The Notion of Overpopulation

by М. A. LANDRY (See Annex C.). The four contributions to the

demographic study of the Central Committee of Polish Institutions

of Political Science will deal mainly with this subject, These

are: a report on Optimum Population by Professor GLIWIC, a mem-

   

orandum by Professor NAHLIK on the Growth of Population from the

 

Point of View of International Relations, a study on Population
— a EEE

 

  

 

 

Problems in Connection with International Problems (witв Partio.

 

 

  

ular Reference to the Problem of the Standard ofLiving) by
ne  

  

 

Professor GRABSKI, and a memorandum on Overpopulation and Under-

  

population by Professor 21123107722. Professor Charles BURKY has

prepared a paper on The Notion of Overpopulation whieh will be
  

L'emorandum No, 3 of the Swiss Co-ordinating Committee, It is

Professor BURKY's thesis that the concept of overpopulation is
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lar. ely a fiction. An American contribution by Lr. Fredsrick

SBORN will treat The Future Growth of Population as Aflecting
—]——en — ee —— р 

 

the Problem of Peaceful Changz=,. ,

   

Factual Studies. 'It is, of course, impossible ..to- make

  

too sharp a distinction between those studies which are pure-
4

ly theoretical in nature and others which deal with the facts
+ 4

in relation to specific demographic conditions. Many of the
5 0 +

reports will contain elements of both, However, for purposes

of classification, it is convenient to make this division
+.٠

between studies which are largely tnsopatioai and those which

deal mainly with facts.

A case in point is United Kingdom Memorandum No, 2 бу

A

Professor A. M, CARR-SAU“DERS (Ses Annex D.). This volume,

entitled World Population: Past Growth and Present Trends,
AFEEEEчары: че en

 

which has already been circulated, devotes a certain amount5

of space to a theoretical discussion of the concepts of over-

population, underpopulation and optimum population, but it is

chiefly interestine, in this connection, for Professor CARR-

SAUTDIR's detailed analyses ot the demographic situation in

the difrerent regions or the globe,

Other studies on this question which will be largely fac-

tual are the Netherlands contribution by M, F, VAN HEEK on

The Calculation of Overpopulation in Agricultural Countries -
отC—O5-6RSCg - io<PAST ы.oion هلاايون_

  

Notably in China, an American report on ligrstion and Popula-
SISEEEME لأ eere ve

 

tion Problems in the Philippine Islands by Proiessor J. Ralston

HAYDEN, and three Italian stddies which are completed and

are now being correlated into an integral report by the Centro



Italiano di Alti Studi Internazionali (See Annex А, and Docu-

ment K. 68, 1936; Pages 215, 216 and 222, First Part, English

Texte). |

In this connection, too, mention must be made of

certain documents which will be submitted to the International

Studies Conference by the Institute of Pacific Relations. Profes-

sor H.F. ANGUS, of the University of British Columbia, is prepar-

ing a report for the Conference on the work of the L,P.R. and

its bearing on the problem of Peaceful Change. This Report

will summarize certain I.P.R. basic studies on Food Supply ,

Population and LandUtilisation and particular studies on The
 

Japanese Demand for an Outlet for Population; The Answer of the
 

 

English Speaking Countries. The Institute will probably also
 

make available two or three other reports on Asiatic demographic

questions (See Annex Ae).



OSSIBILITIES OF HABITAT
— IAA ра 

2. Which regions seem to offer possibilities of habitat for

the different peoples? (Climatic and social conditions,

etc.)

1

This item of the demographic Plan of Study is being

covered chiefly by the report of an international expert,

Dr. Isaiah BOWMAN, Dr. BOWMAN is being assisted in this

work by a number of experts on special geographical areas.

The report will contain tactual material on conditions sf

habitat collected from virtually all areas of the world which

are at all suitable for colonisation by the various races,
€

Questions relating to Habitat are also discussed in

SATINDTE
several chapters of Proiessor CARR-SAUNDIRS's book, to which

reference has already been made (See Annex P:).
e





Ill.

THE PROBLEM OF MIGRATION

  

3. Within the limits thus laid down, what are the diffi-

culties arising out of the problem of migration?

a) From the point of view of the country of immigration.

b) From the point of view of the country of emigration.

») “hat means might be resorted to to overcome these

difficulties?

If the various possible remedies for the demographic

maladjustments existing throughout the world at the present

time, the one that comes first to mind is international mi-

gration. Historically, migrations have boen of the grcates

= wn © oimportance. Despite the post-war decline in migrations ca

by unsettled world conditions and various legal restrictions,

several of the demographic experts collaborating with the

International Studies Conference suggest that the time e be

ripe for a revival of migratory movements. The problem is,

therefore, one of actuality. Moreover, it is a problem very

directly concerned with "Peaceful Change". International res-

trictions on migration have given rise to innumerable grievances

which, in turn, are a contributory factor to the present world

unrest. Various other difficulties and obstacles must Pe van-

quished before the problem of migration can be solved for the

better saferuarding of world peace.

The preparatory Conference studies in this field will

cover the following theoretical questions: (1) To what extent
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is emigration a remedy for overpopulation? imigration a

remedy for underpopulation? (2) Under what conditions must

migration take place if it is to be of value to the migrant,

the countries of emigration and imigration respectively?

(3) What, in general, are the difficulties and obstacles

which hinder migration? (4) How can these difficulties best

be met and the obstacles overcome? The factual studies will

take up in detail certain specific instances of migration 1

difficulties and the possibilities for emigration and immi=-

gration in particular parts of the world.

General Theoretical Studies. The basic theoretical
ee

  

study in this field will be the work of an internatiémal

expert, M. Jacques LEGOUIS, Member of the Migratiôns Sec-

tion of the International Labour Office, His Report is en=

titled Migration = Ап International Problem: The Difficulties:

The Bases of Possible Solutions. (See Annex E.)
mac

 

In addition to this general, basic study by M. LEGOUIS,

it may be recalled that several chapters of the volume by

 

=Professor CARR-SAUND    S are devoted to a discussion of both

the theoretical and praetical aspects of the problem of mi-

gration,

4

Finaily, mention must be made in this connection of a

general Report on International Migration with a Viewto

    

 

Settlement which was prepared by the Migrations Section of

 

the International Labour Office for the Permanent Migration

Committee and which will be circulated to the members of the

Studies Conference for purposes of information,
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Factual Studies. Three of the demographic studies to be

 

submitted by the Centre d'Etudes de Politique Etrangère (France)

will deal with specific instances and types of difficulties ته

rising outof the problem of migration, These are a Report by

M. OUALID on The InternationalStatus or Migrants (See Document
——————].]¡—.

  

К. 68, 1956; Расе 178, First Part, English Text), a Report by

M. MONCHICOURT on The StatusofИ Tunis (See Do-

cument K. 68, 1936; Page 180, First Part, English Text), and

a Report by М. MAUCC on The Assimilation of Foreigners in France

(See Anncx F.) The British Co-ordinating Committee for Inter-

national Studies is preparing memoranda on British Population

and Migration Policies (1) and Organised Emigration from Great
 
  

‘Britainand its Relation to Unemployment. The latter Report

has been circulated to the Co-ordinating Committees of the

Pritish Dominions for comment and will shortly be ready for cir.

culation to the other members of the Conference. In addition,

the British contribution to the General Colonial Study will

include two memoranda dealing with the subject, a chapter on

  

 

Policies of Countries of Emigration and Conditions in Countries
р

.

 

of Immigration, and a paper by Mr, S. B. COHEN on The Status

of Aliens in the British Empire and theStatus of Colonial

 

  

Nationality (See Document K. 73, 1936. Annex D.) Other con-

tributions fron national groups,under this heading will include

an American Report by Miss Marian SCHIBSY on Recent Developments

in american Immigration and the above-mentioned American Report
—Ñ ————————————,]———— 

cn Imigration and Population Problemsin the PhilippineIslands

  

 by Professor J. Ralston HAYDEN, Swiss Memorandum №. & on

Swiss Emigration ty M. P. FROSSARD, an Austrian Study by Dr.

 eeen ————————————

1) The desire was expressed at the Madrid Conference of May

1936, that similar memoranda should be submitted by all

cooperating national groups.

 



 

Viktor GUTTIANN on Emigration from, and Movements of Popu-

lation within, Austria (Schwerpunktsverlegung der Bevoel-
 

kerung), a comparative study of The Demogrophic Influcnce

on letropolitan Countries of the Possession or Lack of Co-

   

lonies (the comparison will be. rade nio fly between tue

Netherlands and Denmark. See Document К. 75, 1936, Annex B, ),

by Me Me. GORISEN of the Danish Co-ordinating Committee, a

study on Fluctuation in tao from Norway since 1900
,

by M., Arne SKAUG (See Amex Ce), ana an Ttalian study by

 

 

че tasProfessor Gennaro MONDALNI on TheRBle of Italy inthe Dis-

covery, the Population eno the Colonisation of Non-European

 

Countries, (Sec Document K. 68, 1936; Page 219, First Part,

English Text), Finally the above-mentioned Report of Pro-

fessor ANGUS will deal with the basic I, Ps Re. studies under

the heading Migration and Colonisation.
ee

 

In order to make the picture of the migration situation

more nearly complete, documents originally prepared for the

Institute of Pacific Relations and. the International Labour

Office will also be circulated to the members of the Confe-

rentes A number of Is Р. В, Studies on The Status of Aliens

  

in the Pacific Area have been compiled in book form by Pro-

fessor Norman MACKENZIE and will shortly be made available

to the members of the Conference. It is hoped, too, that

it will be possible to circulate advance reports of an Il.

P. R. study by Professor TA CHEN of. Tsinghua University on

N 0)Southeastern Asia. Finally, a ReportChinese Micrat:
turn — ya

onto5

  

on the Problems of Immigration amd Scttlement in Brazil,
وحل:ETоаоوج بعمسج  

 

Argentina and Uruguay by M. Fernand MAURETTE, Assistant
 

Director of the International Labour Office, will be cir-

culated for purposes of information.



The suggestion has bocn mnde to the cooperating national

sroups of Brazil, Uruguay and Argentina that they submit

certain studies on the assimilation of imirants and the

possibllitics for future immigration in their respective

countrics.





»
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1V..

DOMESTIC REMEDIES FOR OVERPUPULATION

 

4, Domestic remedies for overpopulation:

a) Internal colonisation

b) Reduction of overpopulation by an increase in the

resources of the overpopulated State and in the move-

nent of its scononis Life.

The apparent lack of interest in this item of the demographic

plan of study adopted at the Madrid Conference is evidenced

by the relatively little attention it is receiving in the pres

paratory work for the 1937 General Studies Conference, The

Secretary-Rapporteur has not received any information to in

dicate that the possibilities of internal colonisation as a

remedy for overpopulation 5 = © being investigated apart from

the above-mentioned study by Dr. Viktor GUTTMANN on Emigration

 

from, and Population movements within, Austria. Suggestions
———]  

have been made to the American, Polish and Italian committees

that they take up the matter in regard to certain experiments

in internal colonisation undertaken in their respective coun-

tries but no definite response has been received,3

Likewise, very little attention is being paid to the

possibilities of stimulating the economic life of overcrowded

countries as a means of relieving demographic pressure, Pos.

sibly it is a fact, too obvious to require investigation, that

anything which stimulates the economic life of a nation will

also increase the opportunities for a livelihood for its ine

habitants, Nevertheless, there will undoubtedly be many
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references to this problem in the several studies on ovore

population and underpopulation which are beimg prepared

for the Conference. Professor LANDRY for example, will

 

point out in his study on The Notion of Overpopulation that

 

at least two of the overcrowded countries in the world,

Italy and Japan, are seeking economic remedies for their de-م

mographic problems. Italy, according to Professor LANDRY,

is chiefly interested in securing sources of raw materials,

while Japan is premarily anxious to secure outlets for her

export trade. Finally, the American procedural study by

Professor Fo Se. DUNN will deal with this question under the

heading of _Industrialisation as a Possible Means of Relief
-— — —

® (
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COLONIAL EXPANSION

 

 

lt is a widely held.opinion that colonial expansion pro-

vides a definite remedy for population pressure in overcrowded

countries, This opinion, in fact, has been at the basis of

certain events in recent history which have been a disturbimg

factor Tor world peace. There are various ways, it is suggested,

in which colonies can relieve population pressure in the metro-

politan countries which possess them. Indirectly, for example,

they may serve as sources of raw materials for the mother country

Or as markets for its exports, thereby stimulating its economic

life and helping it to support a larger population, Directly,

it is maintained, colonial possessions' can serve as outlets

for a part or the whole of the surplus population of the mother

country.

This problem of the value of colonies as a remedy for over-

population will be investigated from two angles in the prepara-

tory studies for the General Studies Cémference on "Peaceful

Change": (1) the evidence of history, and (2) the possibilities

for the future. Most of the reports attempting to assess the

demographic value of colonies will Fe classified under the

general heading of "Colonial Studies (Point 2 of the Colonial

Study Plan adopted at Madrid: See Document K. 73, 1936). How-

ever, certain of the demographic studies do fall under this

heading, and brief reference may be made here to the others,

The following reports, to which reference has already been

made, must be included among the demographic studies, strictly

speaking, which touch this question; The comparative Study



being conducted by M, GORMSEN of the Danish Institute of

Economics and History on the Important Economic Effects on

 

MetropolitanCountries of the Possession or Lack of Colonies
——]]]———Ñ———مقحم

  

 

will include a chapter on demographic influences. It may be

recalled that the British memorandum on Organized Emigration

from Great Britain and its Relation to Unemployment, which

 

can also be included in this category, is being prepared in

answer to the Spanish group's request for a study om (1) the

combatting cf unemployment by organised emigration, and (2)

the experience acquired by British efforts in this sphere.

The American study on Migration and Population Problems in
 

the Philippine Islands by Professor J. Ralston HAYDEN, the

 

French study by M, MONCHICOURT on The StatusofItalians ín

Tunis and the Italian Report by Prefossor Gennaro MONDAINI

on The Réle of Italy intheDiscovery, the Population and the

Colonisation of Non -European Countries will also be of in-

  

seeل en

 

terest in connection with the determination of the demographic

value of colonies. Finally, there are several references to

this problem in Professor CARR-SAUNDER's took, World Popula-

tion: Past Growth and Present Trends, notably in Chapter XXI.
—a"—nvASUITTRPTPSTEEONEA

 

Among the colonial studies dealing with this question,

the British memorandum om the Status of Aliens in the British

Empire and the Status of Colonial Nationality by Mr. Se Be
—

    

COHEN and the chapter. in the British colonial study on Policies

of Countries of Emigration and Conditions in Countries of Im-
——— NEesAAS

     

migration will be of particular interest. Certain parts of the

 

collection of I.P.R. studies on the Status of Aliens in the

a
UT/

Pacific Area, which is being edited by lr. Norman MACKENZIE,

  

will undoubtedly throw light on the question. It is also hoped



that certain appendices of a book by Dr. Re KUCZYNSKI entitled

Population Lovements (Charendon Press, Oxford, 1936), containing

  

statistics on white and native populations in colonial areas at

different periods, will be circulated, together with a brief me-

morandum by the author on the subject, as a part of the general

Colonial Study. Mentiom must also be made in this connection

of a volume, entitled The Balance Sheets of Imperialism, by

M. Grover CLARK which was published for the Division of Econo-

mics and History of the Carnegie Endowment for International

Pesce and has already been circulated for the information of the

Members of the Gonference. This volume contains mumerous tables

of colonial population statistics and a summary of the author's

conclusions from the evidence,





CONCLUSIONS

 

Any conclusions to be drawn from this Survey regarding

the progress of the preparatory demographic study and its

prospective value as a basis for the discu 0
2 U ions on population

and migration problems at the General Studies Conference on

"Peaceful Change" must be made by the International Demographic

Studies Committee and the members of the International Studies

Conference themselves. Very probably there remain gaps to be

filled, demographic maladjustments and their possible remedies

4:41

that have been overlooked. Certain of the studi D s may fail to0
cover fully the ground which their titles suggest. Cutlinesun

of the various Reports enumerated in this Survey and the Reports

themselves will be circulated as soon as they are available,

It 1s hoped that thes D will provoke numerous and frank commen-

taries from the member groups which, together with any new

studies that may te initiated between now and the opening of

the Conference, will make the demographic preparation for the

a
1Conference the balanced and completc whole that it should bee



-
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Annex À.

 

IST OF STUDIES UND! Y OR COPLETEDdeابد
E —wيمل

  

At present, it is contemplated that the following studies

Will be submitted TC the 12327 General Studies Conference cn

culated to the menbers of the Confer-Paaceful Change or

ence for their information:

International Experts:

   

Conference emcranda by

 

BOWAN, Dr. Isaiah; Habitats Suitable for Colonisation.

   

PERENCZI, Dr. Imre; The Synthetic Optimum of Population,

Migration - An International Problen:

the Possible Bases CT oolutions,

 

LEGOUIS, Li, Jacques;
Tne Difficulties:

     

MYRDAL, Dr, Gunnar; Qverpopulztion.

Conference liemoranda fromMember Groups:

     

AUSTRIA |

 

GUTTIANN, Dr. Viktor; migration UD and Movements of Pop-

ulation within, Austria (Schwerpunktssverlegung der

Bevoelkerung).

      

TANT

D: PRУВК

Inilvence on Letropolitan Countries of
AEEE اا

GORMSEN, М. М.; The
Demographicthe Possession cr!Lack of Colonies,

Cha

  

LASDRY, М.А.;Тре Notion of Overpopulation.

  

Assimilation of Foreigners in France,

 

—

MONCHICOURT, , ; The Status of Italians in Tunis.

   

the l‘igrant.

 

OUALID, К. W.; The International Status of

ITALY

 

Ni, Dr, Corrado; Problems ci the Internitional Distribu-

tion of Populationand Raw Materials.
———Bse

    



E

IVI, Tr. livio, The Notion of Optimum Population and of Over-
population with Particular Relerence to Italy.

l'ONDAINI, Dr, Gennaro; The Rêle of Italy in the Discovery, the
Population and the Colonisation of Non-Euroycan Countries,

№ -.——

   

ation Dis tribution between Various
—ét بسس oi

Te:

entCo at.nenta.
—

 

 

SAVORGNAN, Dr, Franco; Popu
States on the Diff ere
== 

NETHERLANDS

VAN HEEK, Mr. F.; The Calculation of Overpopulation in Agricul-
اسااامساسسمو

turalCountries -Notably In China,
tn pa

 

 

———mez .. Deen

1900 Сстмрагес with Other NOTEN
 

SKAUG, Mr. Arne; Fluctuations in Migration iron Norway since

 

عدنا
GLIWIC, M.; Optimum Population,

VN ion withEe
—_— —

n
ular Reference = the Problem of

————[]
al Problems (with artic
a_——

GRABSKI, M.; Population Problems i
© 31

 

——k——

the standard of таре},
——— ен - -—aa

 

 

 

 

NAHLIK, M.; Growth of Population from the Point of View of
International Relations,
a сниаатть

21181107728, 15, : Over

 

  

pulation and Und:rpopulation.    

 

SWITZERLANT

BURKY, Dr. Charles; The Notion of Overpopulation.
 

 

FROSSARD, M. P.; Swiss Emigration.
auna 

UNITED KINGDOM

CARR-SAUNDERS, Dr. A. М., World Population: Past Growth and
Prosent Trends. (Already circulated.)

ee rg

 

 

 

 

COHEN, Lr. 5. B.; The Status of Aliens in the British Empire
and the Status of 00100217ns (Colonia. Study)

 

 

Organised Emigration from Great Britain add its Relation to
=——]——]CN en nn

Unemployment.
en

 

 

 

Memorandum on British Official Population and cin...
————

 

 

 

 

 

  —— me
Policies of Countries of Emigr:

=E on and Condit ons in Countries

Ol Immigration. TCcloni: =
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UNITED STATIS OF: A. ERICA

DUNN, Dr. F, S,; Procedural Study on Peaceful Change. Demo-
graphic chapter,

 

HAYDEN, Dr. J, Ralston; Migration and Population Problems
in the Philippine ‘Islands.

 

SCHIBSBY, Miss Marian; Recent Developments in American Im-
mi gration.

 

OSBORN, Mr. Frederick; Future Growth of Population as Affect-
ing the Problem of Peaceful Change.

 

INSTITUTE OF PACIFIC RELATIONS

ANGUS, Dr. H. F.; Report on the Work of the I,P.R, and its
Bearing on the Problem ot Peaceful Change, Demographic
Chapters,

    

 

Unofficial Documents:

 

Carnegie Fndowment for International Peace

(Division of Economics and History)

CLARK, Dr. Grover; The Balance Sheets of Imperialism,
otee

  

Institute of Pacific Relations

BUCK, Dr. J. Iossing; Land Utilisation, Population and Food
Supply in China,

  

NASU, Dr. S.; Land Utilisation, Population and Food Supply
in Japan.

   

MACKENZIE, Dr. Norman; (Editor) The Status of Aliens in the
Pacific Aroa,

   

TA CHEN, Pr, ; Chinese Ligration to Southeastern Asia,

International Labour Office

MAURETTE, M.; Report on the Problems of Immigration and
Settlement in Brazil, Argentina and Uruguay.

  

Report on Intern.tional wigration with a View to Settlement.
paters.
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ANNEX B.

 

Synopsis of a Report by М. Imre FERENCZI,

ember of the Ligrations Section of the

 

  

International Labour Office.

 

"THE SYNTHETIC OPTIMUM OF POPULATION"

First Part, Quantitative optimum,

A, Evolution of the conception of optimum population,

I.

ТЕГ,

Up to the machine age, the desirable population was
that which most nearly approached the maximum. It
was the French Revolution which first permitted writ-
ers to consider the desirable size of population from
the point of view of human welfare,

Contradictory ideas of the first mondern economists.

Godwin: The increase’ and the welfare ofhumanity
depend only on theperfection of social institutions
and notably on the distribution of wealth.

lalthus: The increase of populationis limited by
existing resources,

Sismondi: "The real problem of the statesman is to
discover the combination and the proportion of popula-
tion and of wealth which, on a given area, will assure
the maximum welfare for mankind."

Te optimum theôry has acquired its present importance
ander the influence of the world war and its conse-
quences and as a result of the contrasts existing
between overpopulated countries and those countries
which, because of their declining birth-rate, are al-
ready underpopulated or are threatened with under-
population.

Calculated density,

I.

11.

Arithmetical density. The arithmetical density,
1.€., the average number of persons inhabiting a unit
of surface of a given territory, gives only a general,
superficial notion of the demographic status of the
different countries.

Physiological density. The number of inhabitants per
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iv.

fi,
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unit of productive area of a given territory does not

give a satisfactory idea of the demographic situation

either,

Agrarian density, The number of workers per unit of
area of the soil may serve as a rough indication of
overpopulation in certain countries where agricultural
workers constitute a large part of the population,

General economic density. To estimate the general
economic density, it is necessary to take into con-
sideration, not only agriculture, but also other
natiral wealth and the actual exploitation of that
wealth,

hypothetical optimum of an isolated country.

The ecoromic optimum, ‘The optimum of population cor-
responds to a number which, presupposing a static con-
dition of the other factors of production as well as
of scientific and technical culture, will assure the
highest economic return by head,

Optimum welfare, To establish a comparison between op-
timum welfure in different countries, it is necessary
to use family budgets. But, tecuuse of the subjective
character of such statistics at the present time, it
is not possible to do more than compare the satisfaction
of the essential needs in a country with the most devel-
oped country of the same civilization,

The optimum social population of countries in their inter-
national relations,

i.

Il.

TIL.

A free world economy. To estimate the optimum social
population of countries, it is necessary to take into
consideration also the international economic system
by which nations exchange men, capital and goods, The
theories of optimum population assume the existence of
a system of free trade, a system which exists rather in
the realm of theory.

Nationalist economies, The autarchic tendencies of
national economies are tuking the form of so-called
economies of integral national defense, including dem-
ographic autarehys But the power of the State depends
on the wealth and income of its subjects, their moral
attitude and the solidarity of classes. Foresight would
seem to require that the most advanced countries accept
at least temporary sacrifices,

Standard of living, security, and realistic world
optimum,



DO.

To estimate the economic and social optimum number
of a population, it is necessary to consider the
interests of security of the State and of the
individual.

Second Part. Qualitative optimum.

A. Demographic and biological optimum.

I.

11,

The conception of optimum population should include
as well considerations of & qualitative order. To
estimate the optimum, it is essential to evaluate
not only the desirable number from the social and
economic point of view and from that of national
security, but one must also consider those physio-
logical laws which determine the conditions under
which man is born and passes his existence,

Milieu, racial hygiene, and race culture,

The relation between the number of the population
and its qualities must also be examined from the
point of view of the milieu and racial hygiene,
The social and economic optimum is not in opposi-
tion with eugenics, but is the condition of the
rational realization of the eugenic ideal. An
integrated population policy would include an effort
to influence the reproduction of men with due regard
to their milieu und their hereditary biology.

Conclusion: The synthetic or proportional optimum,

 

1. The synthetic, or proportional, cptimum of popula-
tion is a modification of the idea of the social
optimum, conditioned by the functioning of a free
and peaceful world economy with consideration for
security, a rational demographic evolution and
selective, eugenic procreation,
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Annex U.

 

Preliminary Note onthe Study by 1. А. LANDRY
اامب

 

 

(This study will be prepared under the auspices
of the Centre d'Etudes de Politique Etrangère, Paris).

"THE NOTION OF OVERPOPULATION"

Ta TentativeDefinitions:
———e— 

A. Wen is a nation overpopulated?

1. Positive definition: A nation is overpopulated

when its population exceeds the optimum.

a) The optimum may be defined from the point of
view of national interest (military needs, etc.).
In this case, it will be placed very high.

b) The optinum may be defined from the point of
view of human welfare and, at the same time,
Of the quantity of life. According to whether
one attaches more importance to the one consider-
ation or the other, it will be placsd relatively
lower or higher, (In. the United States, for
eXample, where the first point of view is gen-
erally adopted, the optimum is placed lower than
elsewhere, elthough this country is one of the
richest.

2. Relative definition: A nation is overpopulated in
comparison with another country if its standard of
living is lower than in the latter,

Observations:

1) One may wish to take into account not only
the present standard of living, but also
the probable future standard of living.

2) Obviously, a state of overpopulétion thus
defined would not justify any special de-
mands if the lower standard of living is
due to a lack of technical development,
to the lack of energy of the inhabitants,
to misgovernment, etc,
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Practical problems:
a

A, Obstacles to the claims of overpopulated countries:

1. Claims looking towards the solution of the problem

Or overpopulation by sending the surplus population

out Of. the national territory:

a) Settlement as masters in a country which is gen-

er«lly admitted to be already civilized will be
scarcely possible in the future. (The occupation
of Ethiooia.by Italy will probably be the lost
affair of this kind.)

b) The occupation of settlement colonies, those in
which settlers can exercise all forms of economic
activity, is impossible, for most of the colonies
Of this Eyvpe which existed formerly have «lrsady
become independent nations. (The United States

the British Dominions, etc.) There remain very few
settlement colonies properly speaking (good climate,
backward native population of low density and willing
to submit to foreign rule) and if such territories
have besn only partially colonized by the possessing
nations, the latter would not give them up.

e) The prospects for emigration, even with no qualifi-
cubions, ars not very favorable, for the countries
to whlch emicrants might go ars unreceptive because
of their desire to maintain their stendard of living
or for racial reasons, and these obstacles have become
stili more important since the depression. Могеотег,
the tendency to smierate is notably declining Social
legislation has lsssened the misery of the members of
the poorer classes who, in any case, are naturally
atiached to the country in which they were born and
have lived.

L

<. Claims looking towards the solution of the problem of
overpopulation by raising the standard of living of the
overpopulated country without obliging the surplus pop-
ulation to leave the home territory:

In regard to frec countries:

a) Foreign exploitation is theoretically possible, but,
in fact, there are rostrictions more or less every-
where,

t) The exportation of domestic products is greatly hin-
dered py protectionism and by auterchic tendencies,
Other nations are particularly hesitant to purchase
products from countries having a low standard of
living.

+
С
б
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c) It is possible to obtain the raw materials and the
capital necessary for national development, but it
is extremely difficult for a country with a low
standard of living to pay for them, However, cer-
tain reforms in regard to the international distri b-
ation of capital are possible.

In regard to colonial areas:

a) There are very few colonies of exploitation which,
like the Netherlands Indies, are really a source
of wealth for the possessing nation, and the latter
would hardly be inclined to give them up. Most of
such colonies are of much less value than is gen-
erally Supposed; the former(erman colonies, for
example, were of mediocre value from the point of
view of exploitation.

o

ر

ا

 The principle of the "open door", applied in the
Conventional Congo Bassin and in !oroceo, is only
of limited advantage to countries other than the
possessing nation.

III. Positive considerations:

À. Overpopuletion can be at the present time, more than
in the past, a cause of international conflicts, al-
though frequently it merely serves as a pretext for
claims having other objectives.

Formerly, in the 17th century for example, the
condition of the people in the great countries
(Germany, England, France, Italy) did not differ
greatly. It is thé progress of modern times that
has given rise to inequalities. The early develop-
ment in England of industrial technique assured a
a relatively high standard of living there. The
lack of demographic balance has been added to the
lack of économic equilibrium,

B. Claims based upon overpopulation are put forward only
by a few especially powerful countries, and it is not
the countries with the lowest standard of living which
make these claims,

1. The demographic and economic situation in the prin-
cipal countries putting forth claims:

a) Germany: The German population is clearly not
reproducing itself. This was the case even in
1934 and 1935 when the birth-rate increased
temporarily as an immediate result of National-
Socialist measures to stimulate the increase of
population, The German has ceased to emigrate,
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If the economic condition of Germany is worse than

before the war, it is because her exportations have
declined and because she is practicing an increasing-

ly autarchic poliey.

t} Italy: The Italian population is reproducing ît-
self at the present time, but the birth-rate is
decreasing from year to year, Italy could furnish
emigrants, but, apart from external restrictions,
she places obstacles herself in the way of emigra-
tion. Actually, Italy especially demands raw mater-
ials.

с) Japan: Japan's reproductive power is high, but it
has been declining for the past few years. Japan is
not & country of emigration. She is seeking par-
ticularly outlets for her exports,

Conclusion:

  

Justice and human ‘interest demand that an effort be

made to equalize conditions о? life in the different
countries,

Overpopulated countries are criticised for not
restricting their birth-rate, This criticism must
be repudiated. Countries where the population is
declining or will soon be declining owe & debt of
gratitude to those peoples who are contributing
to the maintenance of human civilization whereas
they are moving towards extinction.

B. To arrive at a peaceful solution of the problem of over-
population, a moderate attitude on the one hand, a gen-
erous attitude on the other, will be required.

1. Overpopulated countries should not threaten the
others with war nor demand a total equality of

‚conditions of life in the different countries,
which is a practical impossibility.

2. Satisfied nations and those having a high
standard of living should not turn a completely
deaf ear to the claims of the overpopulated
countries.
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BD.

Summary of WORLD POPULATION: PAST GROWTH AND PRESENT TRENDS

   

by Professor A. M. CARR-SAUNDERS. Submitted as United King»

dom Memorendum No. 2 by the British Co-ordinating Committee

for International Studies.

The outstanding characteristic of world population

‘history for the past three hundred years hss teen the immense

expansion in numters which has taken place in that time. Be-

tween 1650 end 1233, the population of the world, according

to the author!s estimate, has increased approximately four-

fold, from 545 millions to 2,057 millions. The author as-

cribes this incresse to a general decline in the dea th rate

due to improved health conditions and, in certain parts of the

world, to the advent of a more stable social and political

order. The birth-rate shows no markec trend during the earlier

part of this period, family limitation by primitive methods

having been generslly abandoned with the rise ofthe early

European and Near-ÆZastern civilizations and the spreed of Chris-

tianity.

One festure of this expansic1 in nugbers deserves to

be specially noted, since it has had sn iryortent influence on

the raciel composition of the populations of the different con-

tinents and has thus played a rôle in the creation of certain

contemporary problems which thresten the peace of the world.

Whereas world population as a whole has increased four-fold dur-

ing the period under consideration, it is probable that persons

of unmixed European :descent are now 7.2 times more numerous than

they were in 1650.‘ The white peoples have thus had a dispropor-

tionate share.of the world increase. Motivated, in part at

least, by this pressure of increasing population, Zuropeens heve



migrated in vast numbers overseas to appropriate, often for

their exclusive use, whole new continents and territories of

great tre weelth. The ofher races of mankind, with the ex-

‘верой of the negroes, have remeined at home and multiplied.

A most significant development of: the population his-

tory of recent times has been the sharp and steady decline of

the birth-rate of certain of these Europesn peoples, This trend

was first observed in France and the United States at the begin-

ning of the ninetzenth century. It spread to the other countries

of north-west Europe and of Furopesn civilization overseas in

the last quarter of the century and to the remsining countries

of Europe during the past three decades, Professor Garr-Saunders,

af ter carefully weimiing all available evidence, concludes that

this decline must have been due everywhere, with the single ex-

ception of Ireland, to the practice of voluntary family limita-

tion by birth control. The fall in the birth-rate has become so

acute that already the population in many of these countries is

failing to reproduce itself. If the trend continues, a repro-

duction rate below unity willbe general within the sphere of

European civilizetion, and an absolute decline of: the white pop-

ulation ef the world will be inevitable. The importance of this

development in relation to the problem of population pressure,

migration and pecceful change is obvious.

There is no NT stendard by which one can estimate

the optimum population or calculate the degree of over-population

for a given country at a given time. However, a study of such

indications as the “mount of labour expended upon available land

and real income vet GalieVERS it appsrent that certain regions

of the earth ere, in fact, overcrowdedwhereas others could pro-

fitably support a much lerger population, Of the European coun-
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tries, Italy and Poland are certainly over-populated; Rumania,

Bulgaria and Jugoslavia probably slightly so. Congestion is

acute in Japan, and the population of India and China have pro-

batly already reached the M&lthusian limit of minimum subsis-

tence. Any further growth in the population of the remeining

regions of Asia, with the exception of Siberia, would only re-

sult in inéreased hardship and a still lower standard of living

for the inhabitants. On the other hand, there are regions of

the earth, notably north-west Europe and France, North and South

America and Australasia, which, either because of a rapidly fall-

ing bith-rate or the present sparseness of their population,

are- already under-populated or will soon become so. These

nations would clearly stand to benefit by substantially increased

numbers.

The author demonstrates that the problem of over-

population in esstern end southern Europe can be readily solved

on paper. The birth-rate in these areas is moving downward and

will probably fall even more abruptly within a decade or two

until their population, like that of western Turope, will begin

to decline. Until that time, their surplus could easily be

atsorbed by the above-mentioned, under-populated countries. Un-

fortunately, many of the latter, for a variety of motives, have

virtuelly closed their doors to further immigration, and several

are particulerly recalcitrant about admitting immigrants from

southern and eastern Europe. The international tensions created

by this impasse are manifestly & disturbing factor in the modern

world.

The solution of the problem of over-populetion in Asis

presents greater difficulties. Emigration will bring no relief

from over-population in countries where births sre unrestricted.
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This is the case of all of the countries of Asia with the excep-

tion of Japan, where the practice of contraception is beginning

to teke hold snd the birth-rate has been declining since 1920.

In any case, the vast majority of the possible countries of im-

migration have closed their gates to the Asiatic on racial grounds.

There is little hope of finding outlets for the surplus

population of these crowded areas in the under-developed regions

at present inhabited by more or less backward people. The view

that Afrion, Tor example, could be used as an outlet for the sur-

plus population of other countries has no foundstion. There is

room at best in the under-developed countries for a few immigrant

entrepreneurs snd overseers. Masses of immigrant labour could not

possibly hope to compete with the natives on the basis of their

prevailing low standard of living.

Several of the objections to immigration raised by those

sparsely-populated countries that heve erected barriers against

it would appear to be of doubtful validity in the light of Profes-

“sor Carr-Saunders!s research. It is improbable, for instance, that

members of certain groups cannot thrive in particular climates.

The sssimilation of immigrants having the same general physical

features as the inhabitants of the country of immigration, even

though they may show acquired temperamental rifferences, has pre-

sented no special difficulties where good-will and a genuine de-

sire for sssimilation were present on both sides. The adviss-

bility, however, of mingling in one community distinct racial

stocks showing genetic physical or temperamental differences is

a moot question. Consequently, the governments of European over-

ess countries are entitled to hesitate before introducing an ele-

ment of possible discord inte their constitutent populations by

permitting the entry of non-Europeans. The objection that an in-
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flux of foreign labour would threaten the high wage level and

the standard of living in the countries of immigration can be

siroumven ten by requiring that migration be subject to bi-

lateral treaties, guaranteeing equality of treatment for native

and foreign labour and regulating the volume to correspond with

existing opportunities for useful economic activity. Such

treaties are already in operation in Turope; the author recom-

mends that they be applied to oversea migration as well.

Professor Carr-Saunders's findings are based upon an

exhaustive examination of the most authoritetive data available.

The more important demographic trends snd migratory movements

are made clear to the resder by the sixty statistical charts

and tables which sccompany the text.
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MIGRATION - AN INTERNATIONAL PROBLEM:

   

THE DIFFICULTIES; THE BASES OF POSSIBLE SOLUTIONST

 

,

A. Stetementof the problem.

 

La Besic assumption:

a) The relative utility of international migrations

is admitted in view of the co-eXistence of cer-

tain states of over-population and under-population

with their accompanying economic and political dis-

tress.

II. The present situation:

a) After a long period of decline of migratory move-

ments, new possibilities of a revival are begin-

ning to be evident. To bring these to fruition,

obstacles must be overcome and a positive policy

applied.

III. The various forms of migration.

a) There are many forms of migration and such differ-

ences between these forms that it is essential to

evoid generalities and adhere to concrete cases.

Difficulties,
—..

o
d

.

1. The migrations crisis, which Was already evident be-

fore the war, became more acute as a result of:-

a) autarchic nationalism;

t) disturbances in the mechanism of industrial and
agricultural production and the .inadequate devel-

opment of consumption.

се) monetsry anarchy and financial disorganisation;

d) the increase in the cost of transportation;

e) the accumuletion of such obstacles and their

erystallisation in numerous restrictions on mi-

grations, etce.; /

f) indirect effects of the depression, unemployment

in countries of immigration, the decline in the
value of agricultural products in distriets of
rural emigration, ete.



II. Countries of emigration:

  

a) characterised by a superabundance of population in

relation to available resources,

b) essential eonditions if emigration is to prove a

remedy;

ec) obstacles in the way of the realisation of these

conditions;

1) The exodus of migrants with capital may react

unfavourably on the balance of payments of the

country of emigrstion;

2) The departure of workers who are specialists
may disturb home production or fe:Ccilitate the

development of compe ting enterprises outside

of the mother-country;

3) The emigration of persons without capital is

not encouraged by ta. countries of destination,

especially in a time of economic decline;

maigrants ID
4) e quen¡tly have access only to ‚the lowest paid

or the most dangerous professions and they are

thrown out of employment as soon es an economica

depression appears,

5) Emigrants often find it difficult to send their

savings back to the mother-country;

5) When emigrants are reduced to unemployment or

fall ill, the countries of immigration often pre-

fer to deport them to their countries of origin

rather than to assist them;

7) Immigrants who succeed in their country of adop-

tion often lose contact more or less completely

witn their motrer-country.

d) In general, countries of emigration tend to desire

the maintenance of permanent juridical and economic

ties with their emigrants.

ТН. Countriies of immigration:
ран 

a) Characterised by demographic insufficiency;

b) Essential conditions if immigration is to prove a

remedy;

c) Obstacles in the way of the realisation of these

conditions;

1) Cuantitative or ‘qualitative restrictions placed

on emigration by the countries of emigration and

political, ethnie or religious proscriptions;
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Eа)

b)

2) The improper selection of immigrants or dis-

ordered timing of their srrival in the coun-

try;

3) Difficulties of adoption or economic, ethnic

and social assimilation;

4) Difficulties of distribution (concentration

in certain professions or regions, etc.);

5) Obstecles, originating in foreign quarters,

to the process of assimilation of the immi-

grants, and the prolonged or massive trans-

fer of their savings to the countries of

origin. ‹

Countries of immigration tend to insist upon

their comple te sovereignty, especially in re-

gerd to the admission of immigrants, their jur-

idical position and their conditions of life.

The migrants:
LeeDD 0Doo

Essential conditions in order that emigration

may give reel satisfaction to the needs of the

migrants;

Obstacles preventing the satisfaction of the se

needs:

1) Restrictions or prohibitions of emigration;

2) Transit difficulties and the frequently pro-

hibitive cost of transportation,

3) Restrictions or prohibitions in regard to

admission, sojourn, and the exercise, choice

or changing of professions;

4) Family separations brought about by the rules

governing migrations,

5) Difficulties preventing assimilation or in-

humane measures of deportation;

5) Discrimination &sgainst foreigners.

V. Other interested parties:
Ereree ممول

a)

b)

Ihe base

  

The world community (its welfare and world peace);

Countries other than those of emigration or immi-

gration indirectly interested in the migratory

movement.

s of possible solutions.

 

I. General principles underlying the solution of the



migration problem:

a) Fundamental problems to be solved in internal

affairs:

1) Liberty and control (responsibilities of the

individual towards the State =nd the State to-

‘wards the individual within the framework of

economic and political society.

t
o The possible extent of collaboration between

the State and the organs of society (the

family, professional and social organisa-

tions, etes);

3) The value to be attributed to human person-

ality in general and, in particular, to labour;

(Is the latter comparable to merchandise?)

4) Tconomic orientation; (towards the goal of pro -

fit or & more equitable distribution of goods?)

b) Fundemerital problems to be solved in the interna-

tional order:

1) Social justice as a prerequisite to universel

peace;

2} The‘ soliderity of peoples and their interde-

pendence;

3) The fundamental equality of men despite their

numerous differences.

¢) Considerations relating to the application of

- these general principles:

1) Migrations being only one element of interna-

tional exchanges; a migration policy should

only be conceived in relation to a general

poliey (demographic, economic, financial, ete.)

2) The necessity of determining successively the

characteristics of the different countries,

their needs, their possibilities and their res-

pective rôles in the sphere of international

collaboration.

TT. Specific principles underlying the solution of the

migration problem:

a) Migrstion should lead to an improvement in the

condition of the migrants, of the countries dir.

ectly involved and in international life;

b) The States directly interested should beer in

mind that their compe tence in the matter of mi-

gretion is limited by consideration for the in-

terest of third parties and of the world com-
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g)

J)

k)

munity ("rights" of proseription or prohibition

of entry or, on the other hand, of prevention of

emigration or deportation of immigrants;

Countries of emigration and countries of immigra-

tion must take into consideration their respec-

tive preferences in regard to the nature and dir-

ection of migratory movements;

The selection of migrants should not empty the

country of emigration, either quantitatively or

qualitatively, nor should it burden the country

of immigration;

The exercise of the right of controlling the ad-

mission of immigration imposes upon the countries

of immigration obligations towards the world com

muni ty ;

Equality of treatment with nationals should, so

far as possible, govern the statute of immigrants

for humenitrrian, social, economic and political

reason;

Meesures for assimilation or protection should

teke account of needs and of the very different

individuel cases involved (object and length of

the sojourn, ete);

Except for contrary arrangements, the country of

immigration is responsible for assuring the fair

treatment of immigrants and the country of emi-

gration should guarantee reciprocal trestment in

this respect;

Repatriation should no% serve as a means for

countries of immigration to avoid their oblige-

tions towards the immigrants to the detriment of

the latter and of their countries of origin;

The risks and the profits of every migratory

movement should be divided equitably between the

principal interested parties;

An understanding on migrations should never be

considered without fully taking account of the

personality of the migrants as individual human-

beings.

It appears that the migrations problem cannot be

solved without the co-operation of a duly qualified

international organisation and, above all, wi thout
e
a spirit, which, rising above immediste and selfish

interests, will reach a satisfactory and positive

measure of good-will and understanding.
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„reliminary Note on the Study by ProfessorG. MAUCO
eATDE a 

(This study will be prepared under the auspices of the
Centre d'Etudes de Politique Etrengère, Paris)

"THE ASSIMILATION OF TOREIGNERS IF FRANCE"

Professor Muco's study will deal with the following points:Y

To Statistics on immigration into France from 1851 to the

present day, the rate of assimilation as evidenced by
the number of naturalizations and repatriations,

II. The necessity of immigration as & means of combatting
depopulation and the lack of labour (notably in certain
agricultural districts of the south-west and of the
Mediterranean region),

III. Factors favorable to assimilation:

a) Equality of treatment of native and immigrant
workers,

b) Family immigration.

c) Racial and linguistic affinity of the immigrants
(notably of the Basque, Cetalonian, Italian,
Swiss and Belgian immigrants).

d) The influence of the schools and of the clergy.

IV, Factors unfavorable to assimilation:

a) Propaganda of the countries of emigration ("baths
of nationalism" or free vacations in the mother-
country for expectant mothers, children, ete,).

b) iilitary service,

c) Linguistic difficulties (This applies especially
to the Slavic immigrants.),

d) Extreme ethnic differences. (This refers partic-

ularly to Asietic and Negro immigrants.)
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e) The creation of "colonies" of dense foreign popu-

e sudden end massive immigration of a special
of foreigners, provoking an unfavorable re-

n on thepart of the French population (es-
lly the immigration of Jewish refugies).

O
H

O
Q

S

( +

o
a

5

O
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Comparative study of the qualitiesof different classes of
immigrants,

a} In general, immigrants coming to France of their
own volition show a greater spirit of enterprise,
initiative and energy than those arriving &s a re-
sult of the political or social persecutions of
which they were the victims in their own countries,

b) The immi,retion of persons posse ssing a small cap-
a and coming from countries where the agricul-
aral technique is more developed than in Trance

is advantugeous (notebly from northern Italy and
Switzerland). |

Conclusions:

Professor .lauco, in his conclusions, will emSands
assimilation is often accomplished much more rapidly and
greater facility than is generally realized, Ie will show

mportance of tne question of the assimilation of immigrants
lation to the problem of "peaceful change",
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Preliminary Plan of a Report being prepared by Mr. Arne SKAUG

under the auspices of the Norwegian Coordination Committee

for Internetional Studies.

NTpt0s

FIUCTUATIONS IK MIGRATION FROI! NORWAY SINCE 1900
 

   

AS COMPARED WITH OTHER COUNTRIES
meren —— 

 

Causes of these Fiuctuations

(Development in Trade, Social Conditions, ete.)

 

The purpose of this survey is two-fold: first, to

present s factual statement of the situation, secondly, to

indicate the results and economic importance of immigration

restrictions by attempting to show how important the fluctua-

tions in emieration from Norway might have been during the

period under corsideretion had fewer restrictions been imposed

by countries of immigration.

The report will deal first with the main currents of

emigration from Norway during the 19th century as compared

with emigration from other countries during the same period.

The number of emigrants, the fluctuations in migration and in

the age composition of the emigrants, and the relative impor-

tance of Norwegian emigration in comparison with that from

other countries will be teken into consideration.

The factual survey wi ll deal principally, however,

with a comparetive treatment of the question since 1900, chief-

ly in regard to the following items:

Le Part played by Norway in total migration.

De Fluctuations in migration from Norway and from other

countries given in absolute numbers.
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3. . Relative fluctintions (given per 1,990 inhabitants).

4. Age composition of Norwegian emigrants compared with

other countries.

5. Number of emigrants by sex.

6. Number of emigrants by occupation.

7, Geographical distribution of Norwegian emigrants,

The countries to be used as a basis for comparison

are Finland, Sweden and Denmark, Germany, France, England, Italy,

and probably one other country in Southern or “astern Europe.

To some extent, the countries of immigration will be

treated, although Norwegian emigration, during modern times, has

teo overwhelmingly directed towards the United States of Americe,

This factual survey will make clear the great impor-

tance of migration in regard to population conditions and devel-

opment in a small Auntry; even though на country's contribu-

tion to total migration has been relatively unimportant. To il-

lustrate the latter point, the number of Norwegians living abroad

at various dates will be stated.

The second part of the report will deal, as stated

above, with the causes of Norwegian emigration, ‘the reasons for

the fluctuations in emigrätion from Norway, and, finally, with

the repercussions in Norway of the restrictions imposed by im-

migrant-receiving countries, which resulted ina virtual stand-

still in the movement.

Stress will be laid upon the fact that during the 19th

century, and until 1914, the general causes of emigration from

Norway were economic, such as the unsettled economic conditions

among the rural population due to the insufficient yield of the

small farms which, together with the brightprospects of life

in the United States, movéd large numbers of migrants to leave
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their homes. To such economic causes must be added religious

movements, political and psychological conditions, the pur-

suesive influence of relatives already abroad, tradition, the

activities of migration agents, and the simple lure of travel.

In this connection, it is tapórtant to observe that a great

many Norwegian emigrants went to the United States with the

intention of raising enough capital to enable them to return

eventually to the mother country and better their conditions

there.

The reasons for the fluctuations in emigration from

Norway are to be found partly in varying easnouin condi tions,

either regional or general, in the home country, and more es-

pecially in the relative economie situstion at various moments

in Norway and in the intended countries of immigration. In

order to meke clear the rôle of local conditions in stimulat-

ing emigretion, it would be necessary to analyze in detail the

movement from different parts of the country at different

periods. This, however, can only be done to a limited extent

in this report,

1t is obviously ímpossible to state definitely how

different social and economic conditions in Norway might have

been since 1920 had a greater emigration been possible during

that period. It may be assumed, however, that the population

to-day would be entirely different from what it is, especially

in regard to its age composition. Moreover, it is possible

that this population would have enjoyed better living condi-

tions and better chances for development than has been the case

in recent years.

It cannot be proved, however, that emigration on a

larger scale would have rendered the economic crisis itself
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any less acute, for it cannot be said that Norway is over-

populated. In fact, it may be that the optimum population has

not yet veen reached. Fasier international connections and com-

munications mignt6 an expansion in trade and employment,

and mush nant be done $0 develop and organize the economie

possibiliv.es Tor exransion in the country i%s=1f. However, the

final part vi he reror vill deal with the i2nsion and 4iffi-

culties caused by migracion restrictions in a time of economie

decline, even if it cannot be proved that economic conditions

would have been easier had greater opportunities for emigration

existed.

eimmatteste e—]————]
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Extract irom an Outline of the Procedural Study onОоОВОСUATON

 

Peaceful Change by Professor F. 3. Dunn:

  

en
II. Peaceful Change and National Policies.

D. To provide for the growth of the nation

1, Différences in rate of growth of populations of
different countries

2, Difreronces in industrial development

3. Difiiculbies arising iron the fact that all habit
able land is claimed by somebody, and no nation
can expand its territory without taking land away
Irom another

4, Lack ot relation between energies and capacities
of different people and natural resources to be
exploited within their respective territories

5. Difriculty of restraining ensrgetic people within
boundaries of territory that does not provide ade-
quate outlet for capacities

6. Problem of backward countries

III. Specific Demands and Possible Procedures.حف
EeBN1A

 

A, Relief from population pressure

A
1. Problem

a) Extent to which overpopulation may be said to
Xist in dissatisfied States

bt) Relation bstween overpopulation and standards
of living and unemployment

с) Relative importance of size of population and
rate of growth

d) Psychological over-produetion

e) Fmigration as a method of relief

2. Possible Solutions

a) Transfer of territory

b) Transfer of colonias



Free emigration

1) Immigration barriers

2) Conditions of unemployment in developed countries
is

3) Low standards of living in undeveloped countries

4) Cost 0. migration and settlement

Industrialisation

1) Obstacles to industrialisation

2) Problem of acces to raw materials and markets
~~ Са

Birth control


